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Abstract 

An outcrop-based study of the Late Cretaceous Lower Nanaimo Group in the 

Nanaimo Basin was conducted to assess depositional architectures in a forearc 

basin and refine its stratigraphic relationships. Unlike foreland basins and on 

passive margins, transgressive shoreline successions are commonly observed in 

the Nanaimo Basin and developed in response to tectonically induced base-level 

changes and high sedimentation rates. Through a comparison of my results to 

previously studied transgressive succession and process-response relationships, 

a conceptual model is developed for predicting transgressive shallow-marine 

shoreline architectures in sedimentary basins.  

From a stratigraphic perspective, analysis of key measured sections shows that 

lower Nanaimo Group strata represent four facies associations: FA1, FA2, FA3, 

and FA4. The existing lithostratigraphic framework does not consider these 

depositional architectures, and this work demonstrates that a sequence 

stratigraphic framework is needed for the lower Nanaimo Group. 

 

Keywords:  Shoreface; transgression; forearc basins; transgressive lags; 
sediment supply; seismites 
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Quotation  

 

“Once we accept our limits, we go beyond them.” – 

Albert Einstein 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The Late Cretaceous Nanaimo Group overlies the Insular Superterrane and 

records deposition in the Nanaimo Basin which rapidly subsided during a tectonically 

active period in the western North America Cordillera. Study and mapping of the Nanaimo 

Group was initiated in the mid-1800s for coal exploration, and expanded to include 

numerous regional and local studies (e.g. Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 

1978; McGugan, 1979; Pacht, 1984; England, 1990). Many of these studies focused on 

the architecture of the basin fill to better constrain the evolution of the Nanaimo Basin 

(Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; e.g. Ward, 1978; England, 1990; Cathyl-Bickford, 2001), and 

these studies have led to the development of a complex nomenclature and multiple basin 

models (Fig. 1.1). As a result, the basin type and paleogeography of the Nanaimo Basin 

remains controversial.  

Stratigraphic analysis of the Nanaimo Basin has primarily focused on 

lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy (e.g. Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; England, 1989; 

Haggart, 1991; Haggart et al., 2005). This was done largely because the Nanaimo Basin 

has undergone significant post-depositional deformation (faulting and minor folding) 

(England and Calon, 1991; Monger, 1993), which limits researchers’ abilities to make 

regional-scale chronostratigraphic correlations. In turn, the lack of well-developed 

chronostratigraphic framework has limited understanding of the evolution of the Nanaimo 

Basin.  This study comprises two parts. Firstly, it is the initial project of a larger study to 

establish a sequence stratigraphic framework for the oldest strata of the Nanaimo Basin. 

Secondly, key measured sections displaying thick, transgressive successions are used 

to analyze driving mechanisms for thick versus thin transgressive shorelines. 
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Figure 1.1  Evolution of Nanaimo Group nomenclature separated by proposed number of 
basins. Nomenclature is divided into pre-1970 and post-1970, where various 
formation depositional model interpretations shifted from primarily braided river 
and deltaic into submarine fan complexes (modified from (Mustard, 1994). 

To achieve the goals of this project, three main objectives are defined: 

1. Log outcrops of Comox, Haslam, Extension, Pender, and Protection 
formations, and describe their sedimentological and ichnological 
characteristics in detail. These composite strip logs will form the basis for 
developing a sequence stratigraphic architecture in the future. 

2. Define facies and facies associations of key measured sections of Comox, 
Haslam, Extension, Pender, and Protection formations. Use sedimentological 
and ichnological data to test the lithostratigraphic criteria used to define lower 
Nanaimo Group formations. 
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3. Construct a conceptual model for the preservation potential of thick versus thin 
transgressive shallow-marine successions, and use these findings to postulate 
on the evolution of forearc basins. 

1.1. Geological Setting  

The Nanaimo Basin is a Late Cretaceous, elongate sedimentary basin extending 

roughly parallel to the west coast of Canada (Fig. 1.2). The Nanaimo Group infills the 

Nanaimo Basin and nonconformably overlies Devonian to Jurassic rocks of the Insular 

Superterrane (Fig. 1.3).  Nanaimo Group crops out over an area of approximately 25 000 

km2 (England and Bustin, 1998b). Early researchers divided the Nanaimo Basin into two 

separate basins — Nanaimo Basin in the south and Comox Basin in the north — that 

were separated by a topographic high known as the Nanoose Arch (Fig. 1.2) (England, 

1990; McGugan, 1990). Muller and Jeletzky (1970) suggested the Nanaimo Group 

represents the fill of a single basin, which other workers (Pacht, 1984; Mustard, 1994) 

supported; however, both Pacht (1980) and Mustard (1994) defined eleven 

lithostratigraphic formations versus Muller and Jeletzky’s (1970) nine lithostratigraphic 

formations.  

In the Mesozoic, western North America was highly influenced by subduction of 

the Farallon and Kula plates beneath North America. The result was several 

allochthonous terranes accreting to the margin of western North America (Monger, 1993; 

Price and Monger, 2000). By Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous time, Wrangellia Terrane 

(part of the Insular Superterrane), attached to the western margin of North America, and 

was displaced northward (Price and Monger, 2000). The distance of northward 

displacement is contentious (known as the Baja B.C. controversy) and there are two 

prevailing hypotheses (Fig. 1.4). Hypothesis A is based on geological field analysis, and 

argues that displacement of Wrangellia Terrane could not have exceeded 500–1000 km 

(Gabrielse, 1985). Hypothesis B proposes that Wrangellia Terrane was displaced 1500–

3000 km north from an equivalent paleolatitude of the border of present day Baja 

California; this is based on paleomagnetic data (Ward et al., 1997; Kodama and Ward, 
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2001), and is supported by detrital zircon data suggesting displacement of 1900 km 

(Guest et al., 2015).  

 

 

Figure 1.2  Distribution of the Nanaimo Group in the Nanaimo Basin, British Columbia, 
Canada. Researchers defined two separate basins originally — Comox and 
Nanaimo basins — that were separated by the Nanoose Arch.  Presently, a one 
basin model (Nanaimo Basin) is accepted (Mustard, 1994). 
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Figure 1.3  Stratigraphic chart of the Nanaimo Group and Insular Superterrane based on 
nomenclature used within the Nanaimo Basin. In the study area, the Nanaimo 
Group nonconformably overlies Sicker Group, Karmutsen Formation (Vancouver 
Group), and Nanoose Complex (Buttle Lake Group). Three regions are defined: 1) 
northern Nanaimo Basin (Vancouver, Denman, and Hornby islands), 2) Nanaimo 
Coalfield (Nanaimo, Vancouver Island), and 3) southern Nanaimo Basin 
(Vancouver, Gulf, and San Juan islands) (Ward, 1978; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; 
England, 1990; Mustard, 1994). 
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Figure 1.4  Two paleogeographic reconstructions proposed for Late Cretaceous terranes with 
respect to the outline of North America (reproduced from Cowan et al., 1997). A. 
Hypothesis A shows a displacement of <1000 km for the Insular Superterrane. B. 
The second hypothesis displays a displacement of 1500-3000 km for the Insular 
Superterrane referred to as the “Baja B.C.” hypothesis. Insular Superterrane 
(Nanaimo Basin) is indicated with a black box. 

 

The Nanaimo Basin has been interpreted as: 1) a strike-slip basin (Pacht, 1984); 

2) a peripheral foreland basin (Monger, 1993; Mustard, 1994; Johnstone et al., 2006); 
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and 3) a forearc basin (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; England, 1990). 1) Structural analysis 

of faults has discounted the strike-slip basin model (England and Calon, 1991; Cowan et 

al., 1997). 2) The peripheral foreland basin model was proposed based on presence of 

synorogenic and recycled orogenic material derived from active thrust sheets in the arc 

massif (Clowes et al., 1987; Monger, 1993; Mustard, 1994; Johnstone et al., 2006). 3) 

Finally, a forearc basin is proposed based on sedimentation rates linked to major 

episodes during subduction of the Farallon and Kula plates beneath North America, and 

the position of the basin between a submarine trench and volcanic arc (Muller and 

Jeletzky, 1970; England, 1990). Of the three proposed basin types, the forearc basin 

model appears to be the most convincing given the location of the Nanaimo Basin 

between a volcanic arc and submarine trench.    

Until very recently, detrital zircon analyses have been limited to two studies 

examining detrital zircons (n=162) from the Extension, Protection, DeCourcy, Geoffrey, 

and Gabriola formations (Mustard et al., 1995; Mahoney et al., 1999). Within these 

studies, Mesozoic-aged zircons were interpreted to come from the western Coast Belt 

and San Juan Terranes, Proterozoic-aged zircons were interpreted to be derived from the 

Belt Supergroup, and Precambrian-aged zircons were interpreted to reflect recycled 

zircons from eastern Cordillera plutons (Mustard et al., 1995; Mahoney et al., 1999). 

Housen and Beck (1999) reinterpreted the data and suggested southwestern 

provenances (Grenville Crust and Mojavia) for the Extension, Protection, and DeCourcy 

formations and a more northern provenance for Geoffrey and Gabriola formations. More 

recently, an extensive detrital zircon analysis (n=3041) from the Nanaimo Group 

concluded a source area from the Mojave-Sonora region of southwest United States 

(Guest et al., 2015). This detrital zircon data positions the Nanaimo Basin between the 

Peninsular Ranges and Sierra Nevada batholiths (Fig. 1.4b). 

1.2. Regional Stratigraphy and Depositional Environments 

Nanaimo Group strata is an approximately 4 km thick succession of non-marine, 

marginal- to shallow-marine, and deep-marine deposits. Eleven lithostratigraphic units 
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are defined within the Nanaimo Group based on lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy (Fig. 

1.5). Sequence stratigraphic studies have been limited to the upper Nanaimo Group 

(Treptau, 2002; Bain and Hubbard, 2016). On Denman and Hornby islands, analysis of 

the Cedar District, DeCourcy, Northumberland, Geoffrey, Spray, and Gabriola formations 

is interpreted to record relatively continuous deposition of a 1500 m thick long-lived 

submarine channel system (Bain and Hubbard, 2016).  

Based on mollusc and foraminifera distributions, the formations range in age from 

Turonian to Maastrichtian (Fig. 1.5). On Vancouver Island, the Comox Formation yields 

Santonian and Upper Campanian mollusc fossils (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978; 

Haggart, 1991; Haggart et al., 2005). Turonian-aged fossils have been observed in strata 

on Sidney and Barnes islands, and these strata were proposed as two separate 

formations from the Comox Formation (Barnes Island and Sidney Island (Haggart et al., 

2005); however, are not widely accepted. The Haslam Formation yields fossils of the 

Didymoceras (E.) elongatum biozone on the Gulf Islands, San Juan Islands, and 

Vancouver Island; however, fossils of the Sphenoceramus ex gr. schmidti biozone 

observed in the Haslam Formation are recorded only on southern Vancouver Island 

(Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978). Mollusc fossils of the Baculites chicoensis 

biozone are abundantly identified in the Pender Formation (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; 

Ward, 1978). Rare fossils are observed in the Extension and Protection formations, and 

age is primarily constrained from the underlying and overlying lithostratigraphic 

formations (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978; Haggart and Ward, 1989).  

1.2.1. Comox Formation 

The basal Comox Formation is a Turonian- to Santonian-aged unit that 

nonconformably overlies Devonian to Jurassic rocks of the Insular Superterrane. The 

Comox Formation is defined as autochthonous conglomerates and sandstones overlying 

the unconformity (Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Mustard, 1994). North of the 

Nanoose Arch (Fig. 1.2), the Comox Formation is subdivided into the Benson Member, 

Cumberland Member, and Dunsmuir Member. The Benson Member is composed of 

pebble to boulder conglomerates and is interpreted to reflect deposition in alluvial fan and 
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braided river environments (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988). The 

Cumberland Member comprises siltstones and sandstones with minor mudstones, and 

the Dunsmuir Member comprises sandstones with minor conglomerates, mudstones and 

coal. These members are interpreted to reflect deposition within lagoons and deltas 

(Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978; Mustard, 1994). Paleoflow indicators from fluvial 

deposits indicate a southwest flow (Mustard, 1994). South of the Nanoose Arch (Fig. 1.2), 

the Comox Formation is subdivided into the Benson Member (conglomerate dominated) 

and Saanich Member (sandstone dominated) and is interpreted variably as alluvial fan, 

braided river, lagoon, shoreface, and fan-delta deposits (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 

1978; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; England, 1989; Mustard, 1994; Johnstone et al., 2006). 

Paleoflow indicators within these deposits are scattered (Mustard, 1994). 

1.2.2. Haslam Formation 

The Haslam Formation is a Santonian-aged unit composed of shale with minor 

siltstone and sandstone beds that overlie autochthonous sediments of the Comox 

Formation (Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970). Ward (1989) divided the Haslam 

Formation into two members: the Haslam Creek Member (shale dominated) and the 

Cowichan Member (interbedded shale, siltstones, and sandstones). The Haslam Creek 

Member is interpreted as prodelta to shelf deposits and the Cowichan Member is 

interpreted as submarine fan deposits (Ward, 1978; Mustard, 1994). Paleocurrent 

indicators in submarine fan deposits suggest predominantly northwest flow with a 

subordinate southwest flow (Ward and Stanley, 1982; Mustard, 1994). 

1.2.3. Extension Formation 

 The Extension Formation is a lower Campanian-aged unit composed primarily of 

allochthonous conglomerates that overlie shale of the Haslam Formation (Clapp, 1912; 

Muller and Jeletzky, 1970). In the Nanaimo area, the Extension Formation can be divided 

into two units: the basal Northfield Member and the upper Millstream Member (Bickford 

and Kenyon, 1988). The Northfield Member comprises sandy siltstones and mudstones 

with minor sandstone and coal beds. The upper Millstream Member comprises 
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conglomerates with minor sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, and coal beds. Both members 

are interpreted to reflect braided river, deltaic, and lagoon deposits (Bickford and Kenyon, 

1988; Mustard, 1994). Paleocurrent indicators around Nanaimo display a southward flow 

(Pacht, 1984; Mustard, 1994). Outside of the Nanaimo area, conglomerates of the 

Extension Formation are interpreted as debris flow and submarine channel deposits 

(Ward, 1978; Pacht, 1984; Mustard, 1994). Paleocurrent measurements of these deposits 

record a southwest flow in northern areas and a westward flow in southern areas (Pacht, 

1984; Mustard, 1994). 

1.2.4. Pender Formation 

The Pender Formation is a lower Campanian-aged unit defined by predominantly 

siltstones and mudstones that are stratigraphically above conglomerates of the Extension 

Fm and below sandstones of the Protection Fm (Clapp, 1912; Ward, 1978). In the 

Nanaimo area, the Pender Formation consists of two members: the basal Cranberry 

Member and the upper Newcastle Member (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988). The Cranberry 

Member is composed of sandstones and sandy siltstones with rare coal and the 

Newcastle Member is composed primarily of mudstones and coal with minor 

conglomerate and sandstone beds. Both members are interpreted as deltaic and as 

lagoon deposits (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). Outside of Nanaimo, the 

Pender Formation comprises siltstones and mudstones with minor sandstone beds, and 

is interpreted as shelf and as submarine fan deposits (Mustard, 1994). Paleocurrent 

indicators are rare within the Pender Formation but in the Nanaimo area indicate a 

northward flow and in the San Juan Islands indicate a northwest flow (Pacht, 1984; 

Mustard, 1994).  
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Figure 1.5  Lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy of the Nanaimo Group (Mustard, 1994; 
Katnick and Mustard, 2003; Haggart et al., 2005). 
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1.2.5. Protection Formation 

The Protection Formation is an upper Campanian-aged unit defined by 

allochthonous sandstones with subordinate conglomerate, siltstone, and coal beds that 

stratigraphically overlie finer-grained deposits of the Pender Formation (Clapp, 1912; 

Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978). In the Nanaimo area, the Protection Formation 

is divided into three units: the basal Cassidy Member, middle Reserve Member, and the 

upper McMillian Member (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988). The Cassidy Member is 

composed of sandstones with minor conglomerates, the Reserve Member comprises 

sandstones to sandy siltstones with coal beds, and the McMillian Member is composed 

of sandstones with rare siltstone beds (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988). The Cassidy, 

Reserve, and McMillian members are interpreted as braided river, deltaic and lagoon 

deposits (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). Outside of the Nanaimo area, the 

Protection Formation is interpreted as shoreface, delta front, and as submarine fan 

deposits (England, 1990; Mustard, 1994). Paleocurrent indicators in submarine fan 

deposits on the Gulf and San Juan islands and marginal- to shallow-marine deposits 

around Nanaimo suggest a westward flow (Pacht, 1984; England, 1990; Mustard, 1994). 

In northern areas of the basin, paleocurrent indicators of submarine fan deposits suggest 

northward, eastern, and southward flow (Pacht, 1984; England, 1990; Mustard, 1994). 

1.3. Study Area, Dataset, and Methodology  

This study focuses on outcrops from the lower five formations of the Nanaimo 

Group on east-central Vancouver Island, extending north from Duncan to Parksville, 

Vancouver Island and southern Salt Spring Island, British Columbia (Fig. 1.6). The study 

area encompasses two of the major outcrop belts for the Nanaimo Group: Cowichan 

Valley and Nanaimo.  

Fieldwork was conducted from May to July 2015, with short excursions in April and 

September 2015, and May 2016. Fieldwork resulted in the detailed logging of 69 

measured sections (Appendix B) and collection of 15 rock samples (Fig. 1.6; Appendix 

A). Measured sections were selected with the intent to identify various depositional 
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environments in each lithostratigraphic unit within the study area. Tops of measured 

sections were ended where strata were no longer exposed or extended below low tide. 

To ensure accurate thickness of each succession, one of three measuring 

techniques was employed: 1) 1.5 m Jacob staff to measure true bed thicknesses; 2) tape 

measure to determine apparent thicknesses and corrected for bed dips to determine true 

stratigraphic thickness; and 3) TruPulse® 200 laser range finder to measure bedding 

thicknesses in cliffs and hard to reach outcrops. Along each section, detailed descriptions 

were made of lithologies, sedimentary structures, character of bedding contacts, lithologic 

accessories, trace fossils, and bioturbation intensities. Schematic representations of 

measured sections were drafted in a field notebook and digitized using AppleCore® 

(Chapter 2, and Appendix B).  

In addition, photographs of important sedimentological and ichnological features 

were taken. Fifteen rock samples were collected for detrital zircon analysis, which will 

take place in a later study (Fig. 1.6; Appendix A). Samples were selected from non-

marine, shallow-marine, and deep-marine deposits of different lithostratigraphic units. 

The results of these data will better constrain source areas and age dates.  
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Figure 1.6  A. Insert map providing location of the study area in British Columbia, Canada. B. 
Satellite map of the study area including Nanaimo Group outcrop exposures on 
Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands, British Columbia, Canada. The white box 
outlines the study area and measured section locations are indicated by purple 
stars and sample locations are indicated by red stars. 

1.4. Thesis layout 

This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter one introduces the study and 

research objectives, and includes a summary of previously published works on the 

Nanaimo Group. Chapter two presents data collected in this study, including:  facies and 

facies associations of key measured sections. Chapter three uses data from chapter two 

to partly resolve the evolution of the Nanaimo Basin. In particular, the preservation of 

thick, transgressive shallow-marine successions is shown to be common in this forearc 

basin, and this is linked to basin type. Finally, chapter four summarizes and concludes 

the analysis of data and places the data into context with the research objectives and 

provides insight into future research.  
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Chapter 2. Facies and facies associations of key 
measured sections 

2.1. Introduction 

Eleven lithostratigraphic units have been defined in the Nanaimo Group, based on 

lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy (e.g., Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 

1978; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). This study focuses on the lower 

lithostratigraphic units of the Nanaimo Group, which includes the Comox, Haslam, 

Extension, Pender, and Protection formations. The Comox Formation is defined as 

autochthonous conglomerates and sandstones nonconformably overlying Insular 

Superterrane rocks (Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Mustard, 1994), and has 

been interpreted variably as alluvial fan, braided river, and lagoon (Muller and Jeletzky, 

1970; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988), as well as fan-delta and shoreface deposits (Mustard, 

1994; Johnstone et al., 2006). The Comox Fm passes upward into shales of the Haslam 

Fm. The Haslam Formation is defined primarily as shale and mudstone with minor 

siltstone and sandstone beds that overlie autochthonous sediments of the Comox Fm ( 

Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978). The Haslam Fm has been 

interpreted as shelf to submarine channel-margin deposits (Ward and Stanley, 1982; 

Mustard, 1994). Overlying the Haslam Fm is the Extension Fm, which is defined as 

allochthonous conglomerate that overlies shales of the Haslam Formation (Clapp, 1912; 

Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward and Stanley, 1982). The Extension Fm was originally 

interpreted to reflect deposition in braided-river complexes and as deltaic deposits (Muller 

and Jeletzky, 1970; Mustard, 1994), but a re-evaluation of the Extension Fm proposed 

deposition in submarine channel complexes for strata outside the Nanaimo area (Ward 

and Stanley, 1982; Pacht, 1984; Mustard, 1994). Around the Nanaimo area, the 

Extension Fm is still interpreted as braided-river deposits (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; 

Mustard, 1994). The Extension Fm passes upward into shale, mudstones, and siltstones 

that are defined as the Pender Fm  (Clapp, 1912; Ward, 1978). The Pender Fm was 

interpreted as deltaic deposits around Nanaimo and as submarine fan deposits outside 

the Nanaimo area (Ward, 1978; Ward and Stanley, 1982; Pacht, 1984; Mustard, 1994). 
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Overlying the Pender Fm is sandstone with subordinate conglomerate, siltstone, and 

shale, defined as the Protection Fm (Clapp, 1912; Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Mustard, 

1994). Originally, the Protection Fm was interpreted to reflect lagoonal and deltaic 

deposits (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970). Re-evaluation of the Protection Fm led to an 

interpretion of submarine fan deposits (Ward and Stanley, 1982; Pacht, 1984); however, 

around the Nanaimo area, the Protection Fm is still interpreted as lagoonal to deltaic 

deposits (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). 

The lithostratigraphic framework described above for the lower Nanaimo Group is 

problematic from a depositional history and paleoenvironmental reconstruction 

interpretation, because units are defined in space by lithology then given a depositional 

setting without regard to the surrounding depositional environments. To further refine the 

lithostratigraphy of the Nanaimo Basin, sixty-nine sections were measured through the 

Comox, Haslam, Extension, Pender, and Protection formations (Fig. 1.6, Table 2.1, 

Appendix B). Key measured sections of the five defined lithostratigraphic units of the 

lower Nanaimo Group are selected to characterize their sedimentological, ichnological, 

and stratigraphic relationships, as well as to highlight eccentric relationships of the lower 

Nanaimo Group (Fig. 2.1). Seven key measured sections are described below from oldest 

to youngest, and the remainder of sections are included in Appendix B. Twelve distinct 

facies (Table 2.2; Figs. 2.2 and 2.3) are defined, based on detailed analyses of outcrops 

at Ruckle Park, Departure Bay, Chemainus Provincial Park, Top Bridge #1, Holt Creek, 

Wall Beach, and Highway #2. Of the twelve facies, Facies 2–4, 6, and 8 are divided into 

two subfacies each, based on their fossil fragment percentages and ichnological 

characteristics. The facies are grouped into four facies associations: FA1, FA2, FA3, and 

FA4. In this study, braided river deposits are defined based on roundness of clasts and 

carbonaceous material. In braided river deposits it is expected to have subangular to 

subrounded clasts as well as abundant carbonaceous material. By contrast, submarine 

channel deposits are identified based on the combination of marine shell fragments, 

disorganized internal structure, and stratigraphic proximity to marine strata. Below are 

descriptions of the measured sections followed by paleoenvironmental and stratigraphic 
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interpretations based on facies characterization of the measured sections. The log legend 

for the digitized measured sections is provided in Fig. 2.4. 

 
 

Location Measured section Lithostratigraphic unit 

49.24246 N 124.34499 W Englishman River Falls Karmutsen Fm, Comox, Haslam 

49.16659 N 123.9806 W Jingle Pot  Karmutsen Fm, Comox 

49.07169 N 124.00064 W Nanaimo River #2 Karmutsen Fm, Comox 

48.88972 N 123.77139 W Chemainus River #1 Karmutsen Fm, Comox, Haslam 

48.8338 N 124.17290 W Cowichan Lake South Point Karmutsen Fm, Comox 

49.23213 N 124.05123 W Woodgrove Centre Comox 

49.21439 N 123.94049 W Departure Bay Karmutsen Fm, Comox 

49.23975 N 123.99123 W Rocky Point Karmutsen Fm, Comox 

49.31479 N 124.21455 W Cottam Point Nanoose Complex, Comox 

48.76665 N 123.37236 W Ruckle Park Sicker Group, Comox 

48.80398 N 124.12550 W Mesachie Lake Karmutsen Fm, Comox 

48.83911 N 124.19060 W Gordon Park Comox 

48.92315 N 124.48563 W Cowichan Lake Quarry Comox 

49.17156 N 124.02351 W McNeil Creek Comox 

48.79425 N 123.59902 W Mt. Tzouhalem Cove Comox 

48.79971 N 123.60273 W Bird's Eye Cove Comox, Haslam 

48.91907 N 124.45889 W Cowichan Lake West Point Haslam 

48.92876 N 123.71723 W Chemainus Hospital Haslam 

49.30579 N 124.42413 W Coombs Creek Haslam 

48.78330 N 123.95440 W Skutz Falls Haslam 

48.78189 N 123.9521 W South CR Skutz Falls Haslam 

48.77740 N 123.92130 W Marie Canyon Haslam 

48.77588 N 123.92860 W Trestle 66 Haslam 

48.83624 N 123.71941 W Rodeo Grounds Haslam 

48.78066 N 123.94868 W Cowichan River #1 Haslam 

49.03109 N 123.94051 W Haslam Creek #1 Haslam 

49.02950 N 123.94438 W Haslam Creek #2 Haslam 

49.07237 N 123.99310 W Nanaimo River #2a Haslam 

49.07314 N 123.98817 W Nanaimo River #8 Haslam 
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49.0727 N 123.9746 W Nanaimo River #8a Haslam 

48.84517 N 123.82388 Chemainus River #2 Haslam 

48.83855 N 123.82579 W Chemainus River #3 Haslam 

48.83544 N 123.83227 W Chemainus River #4 Haslam 

48.83915 N 123.82620 W Chemainus Provincial Park Haslam, Extension 

49.2978 N 124.2672 W Top Bridge #1 Extension 

49.2983 N 124.2672 W Top Bridge #2 Extension 

49.07276 N 123.92204 W Nanaimo River #1 Extension 

49.06440 N 123.96268 W Nanaimo River #10 Extension 

49.07102 N 123.90004 W Nanaimo River #13 Extension 

48.92950 N 123.70634 W Bare Point Extension 

49.14490 N 123.97028 W Highway #3 Extension 

49.20704 N 124.03474 W Mostar and Nanaimo Parkway Extension 

49.07397 N 123.91348 W Nanaimo River #4 Extension 

49.07514 N 123.91092 W Nanaimo River #5 Extension 

49.06758 N 123.96768 W Nanaimo River #7 Extension 

49.06725 N 123.96731 W Nanaimo River #9 Extension 

49.0690 N 123.94828 W Nanaimo River #11 Extension 

49.07493 N 123.90883 W Nanaimo River #12 Extension 

49.14027 N 123.96131 W Highway #4 Extension 

49.06958 N 123.89203 W Nanaimo River #14 Extension, Pender 

49.17612 N 123.96239 W Bowen Park Extension, Pender 

49.09064 N 123.88387 W Highway #5 Pender 

48.74189 N 123.81580 W Holt Creek Pender 

49.30676 N 124.24087 W Wall Beach Resort Pender 

49.06869 N 123.88815 W Nanaimo River #15 Pender  

49.17338 N 123.95119 W Millstone River Pender, Protection 

49.30061 N 124.22028 W Madrona Point Pender, Protection 

49.11959 N 123.91295 W Highway #2 Protection 

49.34541 N 124.35439 W French Creek Marina Protection 

49.16207 N 123.93523 W Olde Victoria Road Protection 

49.3127 N 124.24262 W Wall Beach Protection 

49.11439 N 123.90645 W Highway #1 Protection 
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49.11575 N 123.87554 W Cranberry Bridge Protection 

49.07085 N 123.88109 W Nanaimo River #6 Protection 

49.13080 N 123.91730 W Blackberry Bush Nanaimo Protection 

49.07103 N 123.88022 W East Bridge Protection 

49.11036 N 123.90232 W Duke Point Protection 

49.12487 N 123.91543 W Cedar Road Protection 

49.07113 N 123.88394 W Nanaimo River #3 Protection 

 

Table 2.1 Summary table of measured sections with corresponding lithostratigraphic units 
based on Ward (1978), Massey et al., (1986), Bickford and Kenyon (1988), 
Mustard (1994), and Cathyl-Bickford and Hoffman (1998). Digitized measured 
sections are provided in Appendix B. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia, and British 
Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the distribution of 
the Nanaimo Group in yellow. Key measured section locations are indicated by 
red stars. All measured section locations are plotted in Fig. 1.6 and listed in 
Table 2.1.  
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Facies Sedimentology Trace Fossils BI 
Depositional 

Environment or 
Architectural Element 

Contacts 

F1: Clast-supported peb-
bld cgl 

Clast-supported, subRnd-WRnd rare subA. Crudely PB. Fossil 
fragments 10% (bi, oy). 

N/A 0 Rocky foreshore 
L: nonconformity; U: 

sharp 

F2a: Interbedded well 
sorted peb cgl and pebbly 
sst 

CGL: clast-supported, LAT and TXB. SubR peb, m.g. sst 
matrix. Sst: m.g., TXB and current-SCS lenses to beds. 
Inoceramus with minor Gryphaea and Oysteria body fossils. 
Minor wdf and carb debris. 

Ma and Pl in sst. 
Basal 
Glossifungites 
surface w/ Th 

3-4 
Foreshore to upper 

shoreface 
L: sharp, RSME, 
TSE; U: sharp 

F2b: Trough cross-bedded 
pebbly sst 

m.g., TXB, minor SCS, PB. Peb cgl lenses. N/A 0 Upper shoreface 
L: sharp, U: sharp, 

TSE 

F3a: Swaley cross-
stratified sst 

m.g., SCS to current-SCS, minor HCS, TXB, and WR.  
Locally SSD. Fossil fragments 5% (bi, oy). Scattered gr-peb 
lenses and carb debris. Inoceramus, Gryphaea, and 
cephalopod body fossils. 

fu, Op, Pa, Pl, S, 
Sch. Cut by 
Glossifungites 
surface w/ Th 

0-2 

Middle shoreface 

L: sharp; U: sharp, 
erosive (RSME), 

gradational 

F3b: Swaley cross-
stratified fossiliferous sst 

f.-m.g., SCS minor WR, WLAM, HCS. Fossil fragments range 
from 10-80% (bi, cr, oy). Rare peb clasts. 

Th 0-3 
L: sharp; U: 
gradational 

F4a: Fossiliferous sst 
f.-m.g., HCS, WLAM, WR. Fossil fragments 10-20% (bi, oy). 
Inoceramus and Oysteria body fossils. Rare peb clasts. 

Th 0-2 

Lower shoreface 

L: sharp 

F4b: Moderately 
bioturbated sst 

f.-c.g., WR minor WLAM, HCS, PLAM. Peb cgl lenses. 
Scattered peb clasts and rare wdf. 

Cy, fu, Pa, Pl, S, 
Th 

1-4 
L: sharp, U: sharp, 

RSME 

F5: Intensely bioturbated 
muddy sst 

vf.-f.g., WLAM. Scattered peb and carb debris. Inoceramus, 
Gryphaea, and cephalopod body fossils. 

As, Ch, H, Ma, 
Op, Pa, Phy, Pl, 
Sc, Ta, Te, Th, 
Zo 

4-5 Offshore L: sharp; U: sharp 

F6a: Low-angle stratified 
to current rippled sst 

f.-m.g., CR, LAS, PLS, PLAM, CBFR, WLAM. Beds are wedge 
to lens shaped. Peb lenses and carb debris. Bi fossils at base. 

fu, Pl, Ma 0-2 Proximal delta front L: sharp; U: sharp 
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F6b: Sporadically 
bioturbated, interbedded 
sst and mdst 

Sst: vf.-f.g., HCS, PLAM, WLAM, rare CR. Mdst: STL to PLAM. 
Carb debris and drapes. 

Cy, fu, Phy, Pl, 
Te, Th 

0-3 Distal delta front L: sharp; U: sharp 

F7: Shale w/ slst interbeds Shale: fissile. Slst: PLAM to WLAM. Carb debris and wdf. Phy, Pl 0-3 Prodelta L: sharp; U: sharp 

F8a: Trough cross-bedded 
to STL, moderately sorted 
cgl 

Clast-supported, subA-subRnd grs to pebs with rare cobs; m.g. 
sst matrix. TXB to STL. Minor TXB sst wedge-shaped beds w/ 
peb clasts. Carb debris. 

N/A 0 
Channel fill (non-

marine) 
L: sharp; U: sharp 

F8b: Interstratified TXB 
moderately sorted cgl and 
sst 

Cgl: clast-supported subA-subRnd grs to pebs (rare cobs) in 
c.g. sst matrix. Crudely to well-developed TXB. Sst: m.g., TXB, 
w/ peb clasts. 

N/A 0 
Channel fill (non-

marine) 
L: sharp; U: 
undulatory 

F9: Carbonaceous sst and 
mdst 

Sst: vf.-f.g., PLAM. Mdst: structureless. Abdnt carb debris 
throughout. 

N/A 0 Overbank 
L: sharp; U: 
undulatory 

F10: Parallel laminated to 
rippled sst interbedded 
with mdst 

Sst: vf.-f.g., CR, WR, WLAM, PLAM, lenticular. Mdst: STL, 
PLAM, WLAM. SSD, flame structures, concretions, Inoceramus 
body fossils, and weathered out shell fragments. 

Cy, fu, Phy, Pl 0-2 
Low-density turbidity 

currents (TBC,E) 
L: not exposed; U: 

undulatory 

F11: Mud-matrix 
supported cgl 

Poorly sorted, SubR, vf.g-cob, mdst clasts, muddy matrix, STL. 
Fines upward to 30 cm package of peb mdst. 

N/A 0 Debris flow 
L: undulatory; U: 

sharp 

F12: Clast-supported gr-
peb cgl 

Moderately sorted, subR grs to pebs w/ rare cobs and mdst 
clasts, f.g sst matrix. STL to rare normal grading. 

N/A 0 
High-density turbidity 
currents (Channel fill- 

deep-water) 

L: sharp; U: not 
exposed 
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Table 2.2  Table of facies defined for the outcrops at Ruckle Park, Departure Bay, 
Chemainus Provincial Park, Top Bridge #1, Holt Creek, Wall Beach, and 
Highway #2 (Table 2.1, Fig. 2.1). Sedimentological abbreviations: 
angular (A); subangular (subA); subrounded (subR); rounded (R); boulder 
(bld); cobble (cob); pebble (peb); granule (gr); coarse-grained (c.g); 
medium-grained (m.g); fine-grained (f.g); very fine-grained (vf.g); 
conglomerate (cgl); sandstone (sst); siltstone (sltst); mudstone (mdst); 
structureless (STL); trough cross-bedding (TXB); planar to low-angle 
bedding (PB); swaley cross-stratification (SCS); hummocky cross-
stratification (HCS); wave ripple (WR); wavy-parallel lamination (WLAM); 
current ripple (CR); parallel-planar lamination (PLAM). Biological 
abbreviations: Asterosoma (As); Chondrites (Ch); Cylindrichnus (Cy); 
fugichnia (fu); Helminthopsis (H); Macaronichnus (Ma); Ophiomorpha 
(Oph); Palaeophycus (Pa); Phycosiphon (Ph); Planolites (Pl); 
Schaubcylindrichnus (Sch); Scolicia (Sc); Skolithos (S); Taenidium 
serpentinum (Ta); Teichichnus (Te); Thalassinoides (Th); Zoophycos 
(Zo); fossils (f); fossil fragments (ff); bivalve (bi); brachiopod (br); 
gastropod (gpod); oyster (oy); wood fragments (wdf); and carbonaceous 
debris (carb debris). Contacts: lower contact (L); upper contact (U); 
nonconformity (noncon); regressive surface of marine erosion (RSME); 
and transgressive surface of erosion (TSE). 
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Figure 2.2  Photographs of facies 1–5 and their common sedimentological and ichnological 
features. A. Facies 1: very poorly sorted clast-supported conglomerate with 
rounded to well rounded granules to boulders. Fragments of bivalves and oysters 
are observed (plan view, Departure Bay). B. Facies 2a: moderately sorted pebble 
conglomerate interbedded with lenses of pebbly sandstone (oblique cross-section 
view, Wall Beach). C. Facies 2a: pebbly sandstone that contains Macaronichnus 
segregatis (plan view, Wall Beach). D. Facies 2a: soft sediment-deformation of 
conglomerate lenses in pebbly sandstones (oblique cross-section view, Wall 
Beach). E. Contact between Facies 3a and 2b. F3a displays wave ripples in fine-
grained sandstones. F2b displays trough cross-bedding highlighted by granules 
and pebbles mantling the foresets (cross-section view, Wall Beach) F. Facies 3a: 
current-modified, swaley cross-stratification (SCS) in sandstones and pebbly 
sandstones (oblique cross-section view, Wall Beach). G. Facies 3a: large-scale 
wave ripples in coarse-grained sandstone. Hammer is 35 cm long. Dashed white 
lines on crests of ripples (plan view, Wall Beach). H. Facies 4a: bivalve and oyster 
fragments within very fine- to fine-grained sandstone (plan view, Departure Bay). 
I. Facies 5: pervasively bioturbated silty sandstone. Ichnogenera include 
Ophiomorpha (Oph), Planolites (Pl), Scolicia (Sc), and Thalassinoides (Th; plan 

view, Ruckle Park).   
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Figure 2.3  Photographs of facies 6–11 and their common sedimentological and 
ichnological features. A. Facies 6a: stacked sandstone beds displaying 
low-angle stratification (LAS), planar-parallel stratification (PLS), and 
pebble stringers (cross-section view, Highway #2). B. Facies 6b: sandstone 
with muddy wavy-parallel lamination (WLAM) and planar-parallel 
lamination (PLAM) with carbonaceous drapes (carb. drape; cross-sectional 
view, Highway #2). C. Facies 7: interbedded shale and siltstone (oblique 
cross-section view, Highway #2). D. Facies 8a: structureless granule to 
pebble conglomerate with trough cross-bedded (TXB) sandstone lens 
(oblique cross-section view, Top Bridge #1). E. Facies 9: abundant 
carbonaceous debris in sandstone (hammered off piece of sandstone bed 
underside, Top Bridge #1). F. Facies 10: interbedded sandstone and 
mudstone displaying soft-sediment deformation, lenticular bedding and 
current ripples (cross-section view, Chemainus Provincial Park). G. Facies 
11: poorly sorted conglomerate with muddy matrix (cross-section view, 
Chemainus Provincial Park). 
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Figure 2.4  Legend of symbols and color scheme used for sedimentological and   
ichnological characteristics in Figs. 2.6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 16. 
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2.2. Comox Formation 

In the study area, sixteen sections were logged through the Comox Fm (Fig. 

2.5). The Ruckle Park and Departure Bay sections were selected as representative 

of the Comox Formation (Fig. 2.5), because the Ruckle Park and Departure Bay 

sections display the characteristic conglomerate grading upwards into more distal 

facies that is common to the Comox Fm. Below are detailed descriptions and 

interpretations of the Ruckle Park and Departure Bay sections. 

  

 

Figure 2.5  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia and British 
Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the 
distribution of the Nanaimo Group in yellow. Measured section locations of 
the Comox Fm are indicated by purple stars and the key measured 
sections. Ruckle Park and Departure Bay (described below) are indicated 
by red stars. 

2.2.1. Ruckle Park Section 

The Ruckle Park section is interpreted as Comox Formation, based on its 

position directly overlying the nonconformity on Devonian-aged metavolcanics of 
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the Sicker Group (Fig. 2.6b). The Ruckle Park section displays an overall 

deepening-upward succession composed of four recurring facies (Fig. 2.6). 

At the base of the Ruckle Park section is a 1.8 m thick interval of pebble to 

boulder conglomerate (F1) that nonconformably overlies mafic metavolcanics of 

the Nitinat Formation (Sicker Group; Fig. 2.6b). F1 displays poorly sorted, 

autochthonous clasts that vary in roundness depending upon clast size. Boulders 

are subangular and granules to cobbles are subrounded to well rounded. 

Sedimentary structures and biogenic structures are absent, but broken bivalve 

fragments are observed locally. F1 is sharply overlain by 20.5 m of interstratified 

pebble conglomerate and pebbly sandstone. The 20.5 m thick interval of F2b 

displays horizontal planar-stratification and low-angle trough cross-bedding. 

Broken bivalve fragments are observed locally. Bioturbation is absent. F2b grades 

upward into 30 m of F3a. F3a exhibits swaley cross-stratification with minor 

hummocky cross-stratification, wave ripples, and wavy-parallel lamination. 

Carbonaceous debris, dispersed pebble clasts and pebble stringers, cephalopods, 

and bivalve fragments of Inoceramus and Gryphaea are observed. Bioturbation is 

sporadically distributed (BI 0–3), and the trace-fossil suite includes Ophiomorpha, 

Palaeophycus, Schaubcylindrichnus, Thalassinoides and fugichnia. F3a is 

overlain by 14 m of pervasively bioturbated muddy to silty sandstone with 

sandstone interbeds (F5). Sandstone beds are sharp based and display wavy-

parallel lamination with dispersed pebble clasts and pebble stringers. Sandstone 

beds are rarely bioturbated (BI 0–2) and display fugichnia, Ophiomorpha, and 

Palaeophycus near the tops of beds. The bulk of the facies is uniformly bioturbated 

(BI 4–5) with a diverse trace-fossil suite that includes Asterosoma, Chondrites, 

Helminthopsis, Macaronichnus, Ophiomorpha, Palaeophycus, Phycosiphon, 

Planolites, Scolicia, Taenidium serpentinum, Teichichnus, Thalassinoides, and 

Zoophycos (Fig. 2.2i).   
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2.2.2. Interpretation of the Ruckle Park Section 

The Ruckle Park section records a continuous deepening-upward 

succession that passes from foreshore, through upper shoreface, middle and lower 

shoreface, and finally into the offshore that is interpreted to reflect facies 

association 1 (FA1). The variety of subangular to subrounded, autochthonous 

clasts in the basal F1 interval at Ruckle Park were derived from cliffs of the 

underlying Sicker Group and reflect wave reworking on a rocky foreshore 

(Sanders, 2000). F1 passes upwards into F2b, wherein better sorting and 

horizontal to low-angle stratification are interpreted to reflect deposition from wave-

forced currents in the upper shoreface. F2b grades upward into stacked, 

sporadically bioturbated SCS beds of the middle and lower shoreface (F3a). F3a 

transitions upward to offshore deposits of F5. The presence of finer grained 

sediment with BI 4–5 and a diverse trace-fossil suite attributable to the Cruziana 

Ichnofacies indicates fair-weather deposition with interbedded tempestites derived 

from storms.  

Preservation of thick foreshore to offshore deposits is interpreted to record 

high sedimentation rates coupled with rapid base-level rise along a rocky coastline 

(Johnstone et al., 2006). 
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Figure 2.6  Detailed measured section and photos of the Ruckle Park section. A. 
Location map of the Ruckle Park section. Sicker Group, Comox Formation, 
and dip direction are indicated. B. Facies 1 nonconformably overlying 
Sicker Group (cross-section view). Note the similarity in lithology. Data 
employed in construction of the measured section is courtesy of Peter 
Mustard and James MacEachern. Legend of symbols provided in Fig. 2.4. 

2.2.3. Departure Bay Section  

The outcrop at Departure Bay is interpreted to belong to the Comox 

Formation (Fig. 2), based on its nonconformable relationship with the underlying 

Triassic Karmutsen Formation. The Departure Bay section comprises four facies 

that form a single deepening-upward succession (Fig. 2.7).  

At the base of the Departure Bay section is a 2.4 m thick interval of 

autochthonous pebble-boulder conglomerate (F1) that nonconformably overlies 

pillow basalts of the Karmutsen Formation (Fig. 2.2a, 2.7b). The conglomerate 

consists of clast-supported subangular boulders with subrounded to well rounded 

granules to cobbles that comprise the matrix. Bed boundaries in F1 conglomerates 

are poorly defined, sedimentary structures and biogenic structures are absent, and 

rare broken oyster and other bivalve fragments are observed locally. F1 is sharply 

overlain by F2a. F2a constitutes a 7.6 m thick interval of crude, horizontal to low-

angle planar stratified pebble conglomerates with interbedded sharp-based swaley 

cross-stratified pebbly sandstone beds. Pebble conglomerates display moderately 

sorted, subrounded to rounded, autochthonous granule and pebble clasts. 

Inoceramus and Gryphaea fossils are observed, as well as fragments of bivalves, 

gastropods, oysters, and minor crinoid stems. Bioturbation is absent in 

conglomerate beds and rare Planolites (BI 0–1) occur in sandstone beds. Facies 

2a is sharply overlain by F3b. The 6 m thick interval of F3b exhibits stacked 

undulatory-based beds of fossiliferous sandstone. Beds are dominated by low-

angle planar to low-angle wavy-parallel stratification (SCS), with lesser wave 

ripples and wavy-parallel lamination. Fragements of bivalves, gastropods, and 

oysters are present in concentrations ranging from 10–80%. Bioturbation is 
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sporadically distributed (BI 0–3), with robust, passively infilled Thalassinoides (Fig. 

2.7b). F3b fines upward into F4a, wherein a decrease in grain size and absence 

of swaley cross-stratification are observed. The 3.2 m thick interval of F4a is 

composed of very fine- to lower fine-grained fossiliferous sandstone displaying 

hummocky cross-stratification, wave ripples, and wavy-parallel lamination (Fig. 

2.2h). Autochthonous, granule to pebble clasts and fragments of oysters and other 

bivalves are observed (10–20%), as well as Inoceramus and Oysteria body fossils. 

Thalassinoides are sporadically distributed towards the tops of beds (BI 0–2).  

2.2.4. Interpretation of the Departure Bay Section 

The Departure Bay section is interpreted to reflect deposition along a storm-

dominated shoreline, passing upwards from rocky foreshore through upper and 

middle shoreface, and finally into lower shoreface deposits interpreted as FA1. 

Subangular to well rounded, autochthonous clasts are sourced from wave 

reworking of the underlying Karmutsen Formation on a rocky foreshore (Bourgeois, 

1980; Sanders, 2000). F1 is sharply overlain by upper shoreface deposits of F2a, 

which passes upward into F3b. The abundance of fragmented bioclasts, sharp, 

erosively amalgamated beds and fossiliferous, sandstone-filled Thalassinoides in 

F3b supports an interpretation of storm-dominated deposition in the middle 

shoreface (Aigner, 1982; Kidwell et al., 1986). Overlying F3b are hummocky cross-

stratified and wavy-parallel laminated sandstones of F4a. The hummocky cross-

stratified sandstones with sporadically distributed bioturbation suggests 

opportunistic colonization during high frequency storm events in a lower shoreface 

environment. 

The Departure Bay section displays a deepening-upward succession from 

rocky foreshore to lower shoreface that developed on a nonconformity. A rise in 

base-level coupled with a high sedimentation rate generated a complete 

succession from rocky foreshore to lower shoreface deposits. Sedimentation rates 

were close to but less than base level rise, leading to the gradual retreat of the 
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shoreline and deposition of distal facies over proximal deposits. Deposition 

occurred on a rocky coastline in a fashion similar to that observed in the Ruckle 

Park section (Johnstone et al., 2006). 
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Figure 2.7  Detailed measured section and photos of Departure Bay section. A. 
Location map of the Departure Bay section. Karmutsen Formation, Comox 
Formation, and dip direction are indicated on the photo. B. Facies 3b 
displaying passively infilled Thalassinoides (cross-section view). Legend of 
symbols is provided in Fig. 2.4 
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2.3. Haslam Formation 

In the study area, twenty-one sections were logged through the Haslam Fm 

(Fig. 2.8). The Chemainus Provincial Park section is described as representative 

of the Haslam Formation (Fig. 2.8), because this section displays the characteristic 

mudstone with thin sandstone interbeds of the Haslam Formation (Ward and 

Stanley, 1982; Mustard, 1994) and the depositional contact with the overlying 

Extension Fm. Below is a detailed decription and interpretation of the Chemainus 

Provincial Park section. 

 

 

Figure 2.8  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia and 
British Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the 
distribution of the Nanaimo Group in yellow. Measured section locations 
of the Haslam Fm are indicated by purple stars and the key measured 
section, Chemainus Provincial Park, described below is indicated by a red 
star. 

2.3.1. Chemainus Provincial Park Section  

The Chemainus Provincial Park section is interpreted as belonging to the 

Haslam Formation based on interbedded sandstone and mudstone underlying 
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allochthonous conglomerate of the Extension Formation (Bickford and Kenyon, 

1988; Mustard, 1994). The section comprises three facies (Fig. 2.9), and below is 

a detailed description of the facies. 

The Chemainus Provincial Park section is a 30.2 m thick succession of 

interbedded sandstone and mudstone (F10), mud-matrix supported conglomerate 

(F11), and structureless clast-supported conglomerate (F12). The 19.2 m thick 

interval of F10 displays interbedded mudstone and sandstone. In F10, the 

mudstone is structureless to laminated. Interstratified sandstone beds are sharp 

based, tabular to lenticular shaped, and range in thickness from millimeter thick 

laminations to 15 cm thick beds. Sandstones display rare structureless beds, 

current rippled lamination, planar-parallel lamination, and wavy-parallel lamination. 

Minor soft-sediment deformation, flame structures, bulbous concretions, 

Inoceramus body fossils, and weathered-out shell fragments are observed (Fig. 

2.3f). Bioturbation is rare (BI 0–2) with Cylindrichnus, fugichnia, and Planolites 

present locally. F10 shares an undulatory (scoured) contact with overlying poorly 

sorted, matrix-supported conglomerate (F11). The 2.7 m thick interval of F11 

comprises subrounded to well rounded intrabasinal mudstone clasts and fine-

grained sand to cobble-sized clasts in a muddy matrix, which fines upward to a 30 

cm thick interval of pebbly (< 5%) mudstone. Bed boundaries in F11 are poorly 

defined, and primary sedimentary structures and biogenic structures are absent. 

F11 is sharply overlain by clast-supported conglomerate of F12. The 8.3 m thick 

interval of F12 displays stacked beds of conglomerate that are apparently 

structureless and show rare normal grading. Clasts in F12 are subrounded to well 

rounded granules and pebbles, with rare cobbles and intrabasinal mudstone 

clasts. No bioturbation is observed. The upper contact is not observed. 

2.3.2.  Interpretation of the Chemainus Provincial Park Section 

At the base of the Chemainus Provincial Park section the planar-parallel 

laminated, wavy-parallel laminated, and current ripple laminated sandstone beds 
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in F10 are interpreted to reflect TB and TC turbidite beds, and laminated to 

structureless mudstones are interpreted to reflect TD and TE units. The 

predominance of TB,C,E cycles, soft-sediment deformation and primarily tabular 

beds suggest deposition from turbidity currents (Mutti, 1977; Figueiredo et al., 

2010). Erosively overlying F10 is F11 (Fig. 2.9b). The poorly sorted texture, mud-

matrix, and intrabasinal mud clasts in F11 are interpreted to reflect deposition by 

debris flows, wherein clasts are suspended and supported by the mud-rich matrix 

(Lowe, 1982; Nemec and Steel, 1984). F11 is sharply overlain by clast-supported 

conglomerates of F12. In F12, the coarse-grained sediment, structureless beds, 

and a sharp basal contact are interpreted to reflect rapid deposition by high-density 

turbidity currents (Kane et al., 2007; Figueiredo et al., 2010).  

Together, F10, F11, and F12 are interpreted to reflect deposition in a 

submarine channel setting that represents facies association 2 (FA2). The fine-

grained deposits of F10 were deposited by turbidity currents as levee deposits or 

as slope deposits (Mutti, 1977; Hickson and Lowe, 2002). F10 is erosively overlain 

by F11. The deposition of F11 is interpreted to reflect high-energy debris flows that 

originated from slope failure (Figueiredo et al., 2010) and are interpreted to 

possibly reflect channel initiation (Morris and Busby-Spera, 1990). Previously, the 

contact between the thin bedded mudstone and sandstone (F10) and 

conglomerate (F11) was interpreted as a fault contact (Mustard, pers. comm, 

2013); however, the mudstone clasts and muddy matrix observed in F11 indicate 

a depositional contact between F10 and F11. Overlying F11, are clast-supported 

conglomerates (F12) interpreted to be deposited by high density turbidity currents 

as channel fill deposits (Beaubouef, 2004; Figueiredo et al., 2010). Facies 10, 11, 

and 12 observed in the Chemainus Provincial Park section indicate deposition 

within a submarine channel setting that may have developed during a fall in base-

level (Weimer, 1990; Hickson and Lowe, 2002).  
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Figure 2.9  Detailed measured section and photos of Chemainus Provincial Park 
section. A. Location map of the Chemainus Provincial Park section. 
Haslam Formation and Extension Formation are indicated on the photo. B. 
Contact between Facies 10 and Facies 11 (cross-section view). Legend of 
symbols is provided in Fig. 2.4. 
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2.4. Extension Formation 
 

Eighteen of the 69 measured sections were logged through strata intepreted 

as Extension Fm (Fig. 2.10). The Top Bridge #1 section is considered to be 

representative of the Extension Formation (Fig. 2.10); however, the Top Bridge #1 

section differs from the Extension Fm seen in the Chemainus Provincial Park 

section. In the Chemainus Provincial Park section, the Extension Fm is interpreted 

as being deposited in a submarine channel setting, but the Top Bridge #1 section 

displays the accumulation of non-marine deposits. A detailed decription and 

interpretation of the Top Bridge #1 section is given below. 
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Figure 2.10  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia and 
British Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the 
distribution of the Nanaimo Group in yellow. Measured section locations of 
the Extension Fm are indicated by purple stars and the key measured 
section, Top Bridge #1, described below is indicated by a red star. 

2.4.1. Top Bridge #1 Section  

Top Bridge #1 is interpreted to belong to the Extension Formation, based 

on allochthonous, poorly to moderately sorted granule to cobble conglomerates 

(Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). The Top Bridge #1 section comprises 

three facies (Fig. 2.11). Below are detailed descriptions of the facies relationships 

in the section. 

At the base of the Top Bridge #1 section is a 5 m thick interval of 

interstratified medium-grained sandstone and pebble conglomerate (F8b). Clasts 

in the pebble conglomerate primarily consist of subangular to subrounded granules 

to pebbles with rare cobbles, and form crudely to well-developed trough cross-

beds. Interstratified sandstones are medium-grained, and display trough cross-

bedding with dispersed pebble clasts. No bioturbation is observed. F8b shares an 
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undulatory (scoured) contact with the overlying F8a. The 7.8 m thick interval of F8a 

displays moderately sorted, trough cross-bedded granule to pebble conglomerate 

with rare sandstone beds (Fig. 2.3d). Sandstone beds are wedge shaped and 

display trough cross-bedding (Fig. 2.3d). Carbonaceous debris is common. No 

bioturbation is observed. F8a fines upward into a 0.9 m thick interval of 

carbonaceous, fine-grained sandstone and mudstone (F9). In F9, sandstone beds 

display planar-parallel lamination and the mudstone is structureless. Abundant 

carbonaceous debris is present (Fig. 2.3e). No bioturbation is observed. F9 is 

overlain across an undulatory contact by structureless to crudely stratified pebble 

conglomerate (F8a). Clasts in F8a range from subangular to subrounded granules 

to pebbles that form crudely developed trough cross-stratification or structureless 

beds. The upper contact of the Top Bridge #1 section is not exposed. 

2.4.2.  Interpretation of the Top Bridge #1 Section 

The Top Bridge #1 section is interpreted to reflect migrating channels within 

a braided river system (FA3), based on the presence of abundant carbonaceous 

material, moderately sorted, subangular to subrounded conglomerates, 

predominance of erosive basal contacts, and generally unidirectional current 

structures. Subangular to subrounded, structureless to crudely stratified 

conglomerates in F8b are interpreted to be deposited rapidly, by high energy 

unidirectional currents and similarly, the interstratified sandstone beds are 

interpreted to represent deposition by unidirectional currents of lower energy than 

conglomerates in F8b. F8b is erosively overlain by F8a, wherein the predominance 

of crudely to well-stratified granule to pebble conglomerate and rare wedge-

shaped sandstone beds are interpreted to reflect deposition by unidirectional 

currents with a coarser bedload than that typifying F8b. F8a passes upward into 

carbonaceous sandstone and mudstone (F9). The fine-grained, heterogeneous 

sediment and abundant carbonaceous debris (Fig. 2.3e), are interpreted as 

overbank deposits. F9 is erosively overlain by F8a displaying deposition by rapid, 
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high energy unidirectional currents similar to the first occurrence of F8b. The upper 

contact is unknown. The predominance of rapid, high energy unidirectional 

currents and subangular to subrounded clasts coupled with abundant 

carbonaceous debris of F9 suggests F8a and F8b were deposited in non-marine 

channels. In particular, F8a and F8b are interpreted as channel fill deposits that 

were deposited by a fluvial system carrying a mixed load of sand and gravel. 

Interstratified sandstone beds in F8a and F8b are interpreted to reflect deposition 

during lower river discharge (Steel and Thompson, 1983; Smith, 1990) as channel 

fill deposits (Lunt and Bridge, 2004). The Top Bridge #1 Section displays stacked 

channel fill deposits with rare overbank deposits indicating migrating channels 

within a braided river system that developed with high sediment supply. 

Comparison between the Chemainus Provincial Park and Top Bridge #1 

sections indicates that the interpretation of the Extension Fm remains 

controversial. The Extension Fm has been defined as the first conglomerate 

encountered above the Haslam Fm, and the Haslam Fm as the first shale overlying 

the Comox Fm (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Mustard, 1994). This lithostratigraphic 

architecture is problematic for the Extension Fm, wherein Extension Fm 

conglomerates exhibit sedimentological characteristics typical of submarine 

channels in some localities but elsewhere reflects braided river deposits. Re-

interpretation of the lower Nanaimo Group stratigraphy is necessary to address 

this discrepancy, and re-evaluation of the structure in the area will play a vital role 

in determining whether these deposits correlate across the basin.  
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Figure 2.11 Detailed measured section and photos of Top Bridge #1 section. A. 
Location map of the Top Bridge #1 section. Extension Formation and 
Quaternary cover are indicated on the photo. Legend of symbols is 
provided in Fig. 2.4. 

 

 

2.5. Pender Formation 
 

Eight of the 69 measured sections were logged through strata interpreted 

as Pender Fm (Fig. 2.12). The Holt Creek section is considered representative of 

the Pender Fm (Fig. 2.12). The Pender Fm shows lithological similarities to the 

Haslam Fm. A detailed decription and interpretation of the Holt Creek section is 

provided below. 
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Figure 2.12  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia and British 
Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the 
distribution of the Nanaimo Group in yellow. Measured section locations of 
the Pender Fm are indicated by purple stars and the key measured section, 
Holt Creek, described below is indicated by a red star. 

2.5.1. Holt Creek Section  

The Holt Creek section is interpreted to represent the Pender Formation, 

based on interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and shale that overlie allochthonous 

granule to cobble conglomerate (Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). The 

Holt Creek section comprises a 19.2 m thick succession of interbedded sandstone, 

siltstone, and shale (F10, Fig. 2.13b). In F10, the shale is fissile and structureless. 

Interstratified siltstone beds display planar-parallel lamination and range from 

millimeter thick laminae to 2 cm thick beds. Interstratified sandstones are tabular, 

ranging from millimeter thick laminae to 5 cm thick beds. Sandstones display 

current ripple lamination, planar-parallel lamination, and wavy-parallel lamination. 

Bulbous concretions and bivalve shell fragments are observed. Bioturbation is rare 
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(BI 0–1), and characterized by isolated Planolites. The upper contact is not 

observed.  

2.5.2.  Interpretation of the Holt Creek Section 

The Holt Creek section is interpreted to reflect deposition by turbidity 

currents. In F10, the laminated siltstone and planar-parallel, wavy-parallel, and 

current ripple laminated sandstones are interpreted to reflect TD and TBC units, 

respectively. The Holt Creek section was deposited either as backfill on the slope 

valley or as levee deposits (FA2). However, there are no identified adjacent 

conglomerates interpreted to represent channel deposits at this location, and 

therefore the turbidites most likely accumulated as backfill on the slope (Mutti, 

1977; Figueiredo et al., 2010).  

 As noted above, this mapped expression of the Pender Fm is based on 

lithostratigraphy. However, the sedimentological and ichnological characteristics 

of this unit is comparable to the Haslam Fm (Chemainus Provincial Park versus 

Holt Creek). Re-interpretation of the lower Nanaimo Group stratigraphy within a 

sequence stratigraphic framework is expected to result in significant changes to 

how units are interpreted. 
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Figure 2.13  Detailed measured section and photos of Holt Creek section. A. Location 
map of the Holt Creek section. B. Oblique cross-section view of the basal 
part of the Holt Creek section. Legend of symbols is provided in Fig. 2.4. 

2.6. Protection Formation 

Fourteen of 69 measured sections were logged though strata assigned to 

the Protection Fm (Fig. 2.14). The Wall Beach and Highway #2 sections are 

described as representative sections of the Protection Fm (Fig. 2.14). The Wall 
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Beach section displays thick, deepening-upward successions, whereas the 

Highway #2 section shows variation in depositional environments within the 

stratigraphic unit. Below are detailed decriptions and interpretations of the Wall 

Beach and Highway #2 sections. 

 

Figure 2.14  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia and British 
Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the 
distribution of the Nanaimo Group in yellow. Measured section locations of 
the Protection Fm are indicated by purple stars and the key measured 
sections described below are indicated by red stars. 

2.6.1. Wall Beach Section  

The Wall Beach section is interpreted to occur within the Protection 

Formation, as the well sorted sandstones and conglomerates overlie fine-grained 

sandstones and mudstones (Mustard, 1994). The Wall Beach section comprises 

one parasequence (PS1) and three deepening-upward successions (DUS1-3, Fig. 

2.15). Below are detailed descriptions of the facies relations in the section. 
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Parasequence 1 (PS1) of the Wall Beach section comprises 7 m of swaley 

cross-stratified sandstones (F3a), 3 m of trough cross-bedded sandstone (F2b, 

Fig. 2.2e), and 3 m of pebble conglomerate, interbedded with trough cross-bedded 

sandstone (F2a). F3a displays swaley cross-stratification with lesser hummocky 

cross-stratification and wave ripples. Abundant pebble clasts, pebble stringers, 

and wood fragments are observed. Bioturbation is sporadically distributed and 

trace fossils include Ophiomorpha, Palaeophycus, and Skolithos. The 3 m interval 

of F2b displays trough cross-bedding with rare swaley-cross stratification and 

planar-parallel stratification. Pebble lenses are common and commonly mantle 

trough cross-bedding foresets (Fig. 2.2e). No bioturbation is observed. Facies 2a 

caps PS1, and contains Macaronichnus segregatis (BI 2–4) within sandstone 

beds. The upper contact between PS1 and DUS1 is gradational and is situated 

within the interval of F2a, because this unit is the most regressive facies before 

turning around into transgression. 

Deepening-upward succession 1 (DUS1) comprises 13 m of interstratified 

pebble conglomerate and pebbly sandstone (F2a, Fig. 2.2b), fining-upwards into 

2 m of swaley cross-stratified sandstone (F3a). The exact thickness of F2a at the 

base of DUS1 is unknown due to the gradational contact. Clasts in the pebble 

conglomerate are subrounded to well rounded, and form crudely to well-developed 

low-angle troughs. Interstratified sandstones vary in grain size from upper fine- to 

lower coarse-grained, are sharp based, and display swaley cross-stratification and 

low-angle trough cross-bedding. No bioturbation is observed in conglomerate beds 

of DUS1. Some sandstone lenses in the lower 1–5 m of DUS1 show BI 2–4 with 

Macaronichnus segregatis (Fig. 2.2c), and sandstone beds in the upper 6 m show 

BI 0–1 with Palaeophycus and Planolites. F2a is sharply overlain by F3a. The 2 m 

thick interval of F3a displays a decrease in grain-size from F2a to fine-grained 

sandstone, and displays swaley cross-stratification with lesser wave ripples. The 

uppermost sandstone beds in DUS1 display soft-sediment deformation with 
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deformed conglomerate lenses (Figs. 2.2d and 2.15d). The upper contact of DUS1 

is sharp, and comprises granule- and pebble-filled Thalassinoides (Fig. 2.15b, d).   

Deepening-upward succession 2 (DUS2) is 3 m thick, and includes 0.5 m 

of pebble conglomerate (F2a), 1 m of swaley cross-stratified sandstone (F3a), and 

1.5 m of bioturbated sandstone (F5). The pebble conglomerate (F2a) infills robust 

Thalassinoides developed on the basal contact, and clasts are subrounded to 

rounded. The 1 m thick interval of F3a displays swaley cross-stratification and 

large- and small-scale wave ripples (Fig. 2.2g). Small-scale wave ripples are 

inferred from the cuspate weathering pattern of the outcrop. The large-scale ripples 

are observed on bedding planes and have a bimodal orientation of 270°/90° (Fig. 

2.2g). Minor pebble clasts and lenses and wood fragments are present. 

Bioturbation is rare (BI 0–1) with Palaeophycus observed locally. The 1.5 m thick 

interval of bioturbated sandstone (F4b) displays wave ripples to wavy-parallel 

lamination and lesser planar-parallel lamination. Sharp-based continuous to 

discontinuous granule to pebble stringers are common, as are fragments of fossil 

wood. Bioturbation ranges from BI 2–3 and is commonly observed as passively 

infilled burrows between sandstone and conglomerate lenses. The trace-fossil 

suite in F4b includes Cylindrichnus, fugichnia, Palaeophycus, Planolites, 

Skolithos, and Thalassinoides. The upper contact of DUS2 is sharp. 

Deepening-upward succession 3 (DUS3) is 4.7 m thick, and comprises 2.5 

m of trough cross-bedded pebble conglomerate (F2a) and 2.2 m of current-

modified swaley cross-stratified sandstone (F3a). The 2.5 m thick interval of F2a 

displays low-angle trough cross-bedded pebble conglomerate interbedded with 

sharp-based current-modified swaley cross-stratified sandstone. The 2.2 m thick 

interval of F3a displays current-modified swaley cross-stratified sandstone (Fig. 

2.2f). Dispersed pebble clasts to lenses are present and bioturbation is absent. 

The upper contact of DUS3 is unknown as the strata extend below low tide.  
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Figure 2.15  Detailed measured section and photos of Wall Beach. A. Location map of 
parasequence 1 (PS) and deepening-upward successions 1-3 (DUS) of the 
Wall Beach section. White solid lines indicate top and bottom of section as 
well as sharp RSME contacts between DUS1, DUS2, and DUS3. White 
dashed line infers the position of the transgressive surface of erosion 
(TSE). B. Firmground contact of Glossifungites Ichnofacies interpreted to 
reflect a RSME. Ichnogenera include Thalassinoides (Th). C. Second 
RSME surface indicating abrupt facies change from bioturbated 
sandstones with crude wave ripples of F4b to pebbly conglomerate of F2b. 
D. Photograph of tectonically deformed conglomerate lenses overlain by 
the RSME highlighted by the Glossifungites Ichnofacies. Conglomerate 
lenses display convex geometries indicating active tectonic processes. 
Legend of symbols is provided in Fig. 2.4.    

2.6.2.  Interpretation of the Wall Beach Section 

Parasequence 1 of the Wall Beach section preserves a coarsening-upward 

trend of middle shoreface to beach deposits (FA1). The dominance of swaley 

cross-stratification and sporadically distributed bioturbation in F3a reflects erosion 

of fair-weather deposits, deposition of storm-derived sand in the middle shoreface, 

and subsequent colonization by infauna. F3a passes upward into F2b, wherein the 

predominance of trough cross-stratification indicates deposition from wave-forced 

currents in the upper shoreface. Finally, PS1 is capped by F2a, wherein foreshore 

deposits of pebble conglomerate with trough cross-bedded sandstone lenses 

grade upward into DUS1. 

Deepening-upward successions 1, 2, and 3 at Wall Beach record initial 

deposition of foreshore units passing upward into middle and lower shoreface 

deposits during transgression (FA1). The basal surfaces of these cycles are 

interpreted to be due to seismically induced base-level fall. Deepening-upward 

succession 1 preserves lower foreshore grading up into upper shoreface deposits. 

Wave-forced current deposits and Macaronichnus segregatis in the intervening 

sandstone lenses of F2a are typical of deposition in the upper shoreface to 

foreshore, the so-called “toe-of-the-beach” assemblage (Saunders and 

Pemberton, 1990; Saunders et al., 1994). F2a transitions upward into middle 

shoreface deposits of F3a. The upper interval of F3a in DUS1 is truncated by a 
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Glossifungites Ichnofacies-demarcated surface (herein referred to as a 

“Glossifungites surface”), interpreted to reflect erosional exhumation of the 

substrate.  Deepening-upward succession 2 overlies this Glossifungites surface. 

The basal 0.5 m (F2a) are upper shoreface deposits and these sediments are 

sharply overlain by middle shoreface deposits of F3a. F3a passes upward into 

bioturbated sandstones (F4b) interpreted to reflect lower shoreface units. An 

abrupt shift from F4b to F2a marks the base of deepening-upward succession 3. 

In DUS3, low-angle trough cross-bedding in F2a reflects deposition by wave-

forced currents in the upper shoreface. Overlying F2a conglomerates are 

amalgamated pebbly sandstone beds reflecting the current-modified SCS of F3a. 

These sandstones lack bioturbation and are considered indicative of deposition in 

the middle shoreface on a storm-swept coast (Dashtgard et al., 2012). The top part 

of DUS3 is not exposed, and is assumed to transition into bioturbated muddy 

sandstones and sandy mudstones of F5. This assumption is based on strata 

exposed below PS1, expressions of the Nanaimo Group elsewhere on Vancouver 

Island, and on the facies relations recorded through the outcrop. 

Parasequence 1 (Fig. 2.15a) developed during base-level fall and 

constitutes a normal regressive succession. Subsequent base-level rise 

developed during the onset of DUS1, and is marked by deposition of foreshore 

units that transition upwards into upper shoreface deposits. The exact position of 

the TSE at the base of DUS1 is unknown, but is inferred to lie within the foreshore 

deposits (F2a). Consequently, the regressive-to-transgressive transition from PS1 

to DUS1 is gradational (Fig. 2.15a). Seismically induced base-level fall is recorded 

at the top of DUS1 and is inferred from the sharp contact that separates underlying 

middle shoreface (F3a) from overlying upper shoreface (F2a) deposits in DUS2, 

and the development of soft-sediment deformation in gravel lenses in the thick 

sandstone bed at the top of DUS1 (Figs. 2.2d and 2.15d). The soft-sediment 

deformation is attributed to liquefaction and dewatering of the sandstone, and is 

interpreted as a seismite (Rodriguez-Pascua et al., 2000; Pratt, 2002; Martín-
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Chivelet et al., 2011)  A second episode of tectonic uplift marks the top of DUS2, 

demarcated by underlying lower shoreface deposits (F4b) sharply overlain by 

upper shoreface units that subsequently pass upwards gradationally into middle 

shoreface deposits (F2a) of DUS3. 

2.6.3.  Highway #2 Section  

Highway #2 section is interpreted to consist of the Protection Formation 

based on predominantly sandstone with minor siltstone and shale (Mustard, 1994; 

Cathyl-Bickford and Hoffman, 1998). The Highway #2 section comprises two 

parasequences (Fig. 2.16).  

Parasequence 1 (PS1) consists of 2 m of interstratified siltstone and shale 

(F7) and 2.5 m of current rippled to low-angle stratified sandstone (F6a, Fig. 

2.16b). F7 displays fissile shale with interstratified siltstones that range in thickness 

from millimeter thick laminations to 5 cm thick beds, and display horizontal-planar 

to wavy-parallel lamination (Fig. 2.3c). Moderate amounts of carbonaceous debris 

and wood fragments are observed. Bioturbation is of low diversity and ranges from 

BI 0–3 with Phycosiphon and Planolites. F7 is sharply overlain by F6a. The 2.5 m 

thick interval of F6a is composed of wedge- to lens-shaped beds that display low-

angle to planar stratification and current ripples with minor wavy-parallel 

lamination. Carbonaceous debris is common and shell fragments are observed at 

the base of F6a. No bioturbation is observed. The upper contact of PS1 is sharp. 

Pararsequence 2 (PS2) consists of 5.3 m of sporadically bioturbated, 

interbedded mudstone and sandstone (F6b) and 7 m of low-angle to current rippled 

sandstone (F6a, Fig. 2.16b). The 5.3 m thick interval of F6b is composed of 

interbedded very fine- to fine-grained sandstone and mudstone. Sandstone beds 

display wavy-parallel lamination, wave ripples, hummocky cross-stratification and 

rare current ripple lamination (Fig. 2.3b). Interbedded mudstones are planar-

parallel laminated or structureless. Abundant carbonaceous debris and minor 
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carbonaceous drapes are observed.  Bioturbation is sporadic (BI 0–3) and the 

trace-fossil suite includes Cylindrichnus, fugichnia, Phycosiphon, Planolites, 

Teichichnus, and Thalassinoides. Overlying F6b are wedge- to lens-shaped 

stacked sandstones of F6a (Fig. 2.3a). The 7 m thick interval of F6a displays low-

angle stratification, planar-parallel stratification, and current ripples with minor 

combined flow ripples and structureless beds (Fig. 2.3a). Pebble lenses and 

carbonaceous debris are common. Bioturbation is rare (BI 0–2) with fugichnia, 

Macaronichnus segregatis, and Planolites constituting the main elements of the 

suite. The upper contact of PS2 is not exposed.  

2.6.4.  Interpretation of the Highway #2 Section 

Parasequences 1 and 2 of the Highway #2 section display coarsening-

upward successions consisting of prodelta to delta front deposits with a flooding 

surface defining the boundary between them (FA4; Fig. 2.16b). The presence of 

wavy-parallel lamination, heterogeneous sediment, and moderate amounts of 

carbonaceous debris in F7 suggest subaqueous deposition with fluctuating energy 

near a terrestrial source. Furthermore, the sporadically distributed bioturbation 

consisting of a low-diversity assemblage reflects stressed environmental 

conditions (Coates and MacEachern, 2007; Carmona et al., 2009; Hurd et al., 

2014). The ichnology and sedimentology of F7 suggests deposition in the prodelta. 

F7 is sharply overlain by F6a, wherein current-generated structures with minor 

wave-generated structures, carbonaceous debris, and absence of bioturbation 

suggest deposition in a high energy setting where fluvial processes have interacted 

with subordinate basinal processes (e.g., waves and storms). These 

characteristics are interpreted to reflect F6a was deposited as delta front deposits. 

The top of PS1 is sharp. The overlying parasequence 2 records a coarsening-

upward succession from distal delta front (F6b) through to proximal delta front 

(F6a). The predominance of sandstones displaying wave-generated structures 

with subordinate current generated structures interbedded with mudstone and 
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presence of mudstone drapes suggests a variable energy setting with deposition 

from mixed processes (e.g., waves and currents). Escape structures and scarcity 

of suspension-feeding structures in F6b suggests high sedimentation rates and 

fluctuations in water turbidity (Buatois et al., 2008; Carmona et al., 2009; Hurd et 

al., 2014). The ichnology and sedimentology of F6b is interpreted to reflect 

deposition in a delta front; however, the higher mud content of F6b suggests F6b 

was deposited in a more distal setting than F6a and is interpreted to reflect distal 

delta front deposits (Li et al., 2011). F6b passes upward into F6a, wherein the low-

angle cross-stratification and current ripples with subordinate combined flow 

ripples indicate deposition from unidirectional currents with minor oscillatory flow. 

The sporadically distributed bioturbation and presence of Macaronichnus suggests 

moderate to high energy settings (Moslow and Pemberton, 1988; Carmona et al., 

2009). Based on these characteristics and the underlying F6b, F6a is interpreted 

to reflect deposition in a proximal delta front. The top part of PS2 is not exposed. 

Parasequence 1 developed when sedimentation rates were high enough to 

exceed accommodation space creation. Correspondingly, it is characterized by 

prograding prodelta (F7) to delta front (F6a) deposits. The top of PS1 is sharp and 

is interpreted to reflect a marine flooding surface based on abrupt water deepening 

marked by distal delta front deposits of F6b overlying proximal delta front deposits 

of F6a. The marine flooding surface is interpreted to have developed in response 

to autogenic delta-lobe switching; however, allogenic controls cannot be ruled out  

(Galloway, 1989; Gingras et al., 1998; Hampson and Howell, 2005; Catuneanu, 

2006; Catuneanu and Zecchin, 2013; Hampson, 2016). The marine flooding 

surface is overlain by PS2, which marks a second progradation of the shoreline 

with distal delta front (F6b) to proximal delta front (F6a) deposits produced when 

sedimentation rates exceeded accommodation space. The top of PS2 is unknown.  
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Figure 2.16 Detailed measured section and photos of Highway #2 section. A. Location 
map of the Highway #2 section. Protection Formation is indicated on the 
photo. B. Location map of parasequences (PS) 1 and 2 of the Highway #2 
section. White solid line indicates the flooding surface and white dashed 
lines indicate facies contacts (cross-section view). Legend of symbols is 
provided in Fig. 2.4. 

2.7. Discussion 

Based on analysis of key measured sections, I recommend that re-

evaluation of the structure and stratigraphy of the lower Nanaimo Group is needed. 

First, in the Nanaimo area, several local faults have been mapped between 

interpreted repeating lithostratigraphic units (Cathyl-Bickford and Hoffman, 1998). 

This work does not support the position of these faults. Instead, changes in 
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lithology, in some cases, are attributed to autogenic shifts of adjacent depositional 

environments.   

The key measured sections described above suggest sequence 

stratigraphy, combined with detailed structural analysis, would be a better tool in 

describing the lower Nanaimo Group as units are mapped with respect to time and 

space. For example, the Haslam Fm is separated from the Pender Fm by 

conglomerates of the Extension Fm. Both the Haslam and Pender Fms are 

considered to be “deep” marine (outside of Nanaimo). If the Extension Fm 

comprises braided river deposits, then the differentiation of the Haslam and Pender 

is justified and marks a major base-level fall. However, if the Extension Fm is a 

series of conglomerate-filled submarine canyons encased in shale, then the same 

stratigraphic name should be employed for both the Haslam and Pender Fm 

shales. 

A second example of where sequence stratigraphy is better suited for 

evaluation of the Nanaimo Basin stratigraphy is the interpretation of the Comox 

Formation. The lithostratigraphic definition of the Comox Formation is that it 

nonconformably overlies the Karmutsen Fm and Sicker Group; it is diachronous 

across the basin due to paleotopographic relief. My research suggests that the 

strata overlying the nonconformity becomes younger towards the northwest, and 

this hypothesis is based on three factors: 1) Turonian-aged fossils identified at 

Sidney Island (Haggart et al., 2005); 2) Campanian-aged fossils identified at 

Nanaimo (Jingle Pot section; Haggart, 1999); and, 3) shales of the Haslam 

Formation nonconformably overlying the Karmutsen Formation at Englishman 

River Falls. This data suggests the paleotopography of the unconformity varied 

across the basin and sediments infilled in southeastern areas first.  

This study provides a general hypothesis for the depositional history on 

Vancouver Island. Unlike other depositional interpretations of the study area 

(Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 
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1994), I hypothesize that the non-marine and marginal-marine strata observed 

around the Nanaimo area are younger than the deep-marine strata observed in 

the Cowichan Valley and Chemainus River. It is noted, however, that additional 

data is needed to support or discard this idea. The Nanaimo basin initially formed 

thick deepening-upward successions at the shoreline, and these successions 

developed in response to active tectonics and high sedimentation rates during a 

base-level rise. As stated above, different parts of the basin infilled at various 

times. At the beginning of base-level rise low-density turbidity currents were 

depositing sediment into deeper parts of the basin. As base-level continued to rise 

low-density turbidity currents shifted to mudflows depositing mud-matrix supported 

conglomerate. Base-level rise began to slow and the shoreline shifted to 

progradation as evidenced from the prodelta to delta front dominated sections 

observed around Nanaimo. Shoreline progradation could have potentially 

contributed to a coarser sediment influx into the deeper parts of the basin. As base-

level began to fall, braided river systems were able to cut across the shelf, also 

potentially contributing coarser sediment into the basin. I recognize that this 

hypothesis is both speculative and simplistic, but it is provided as a means to 

promote future research directions. 

 

2.8. Conclusion 

Sixty-nine measured sections (Fig. 1.6, Table 2.1, Appendix B) were logged 

on east-central Vancouver Island and Salt Spring Island. Outcrops were previously 

identified to encompass successions assigned to the Comox, Haslam, Extension, 

Pender, and Protection formations (Mustard, pers. comm., 2013). Of these 69 

sections, 16 are interpreted as Comox Fm, 21 as Haslam Fm, 18 as Extension Fm, 

8 as Pender Fm, and 14 as Protection Fm. Seven key measured sections (Fig. 

2.1) were analyzed, and from these 12 facies are defined (Table 2.2, Figs. 2.2 and 

2.3), which can be grouped into 4 facies associations: FA1, FA2, FA3, and FA4. 
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The observations in the key measured sections were compared to the 

lithostratigraphic framework for the lower Nanaimo Group. The interpretations of 

the various outcrops demonstrate that some stratigraphic units identified as the 

same formation (Extension Fm at Chemainus Provinicial Park (Fig. 2.9) versus 

Top Bridge #1 (Fig. 2.11)) exhibit distinctly different sedimentological 

characteristics and are likely not part of the same stratigraphic unit. Similarly, strata 

identified as different formations (Haslam Fm at Chemainus Provinicial Park (Fig. 

2.9) versus Pender Fm at Holt Creek (Fig. 2.11)) show similar sedimentological 

and ichnological characteristics, and are likely part of the same depositional setting 

and therefore likely reside in the same stratigraphic unit. This suggests a sequence 

stratigraphic framework for the lower Nanaimo Group will serve as a better tool for 

reconstructing paleoenvironments and the depositional history as units are 

mapped in time and space. 
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Chapter 3. Conceptual model for transgressive, 
shallow-marine sandstone- and conglomerate-
dominated shoreline successions 

3.1. Introduction 

Sequence stratigraphic models have largely been developed in foreland 

basins and on passive margins (Galloway, 1989; Van Wagoner et al., 1990; 

Posamentier and Allen, 1993; Catuneanu, 2006) wherein the dominant control on 

stratigraphic architecture reflects relatively slow changes in base-level. In these 

settings, preservation of thick (>10 m), transgressive, shallow-marine deposits are 

rare, and with the exception of incised valley fills (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; 

Posamentier and Allen, 1993; Cattaneo and Steel, 2003), transgressive 

successions tend to be manifest as either a surface or as a basal lag overlain by 

offshore mudstones (Cattaneo and Steel, 2003; Catuneanu, 2006; MacEachern et 

al., 2012). Forearc basins are situated on continental crust along active margins, 

between the uplifting arc of a continental plate and the subducting oceanic plate 

(Dickinson, 1995). In these settings subsidence is high, resulting in rapid 

development of accommodation space in marine environments (Dickinson and 

Seely, 1979; Moxon and Graham, 1992; Dickinson, 1995). The Cretaceous 

Nanaimo Group of Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands in the Strait of Georgia, 

British Columbia, Canada is interpreted as a remnant forearc basin (Muller and 

Jeletzky, 1970; England and Calon, 1991). Evaluation of shallow-marine strata 

within this basin was undertaken to determine whether preservation of 

transgressive strata is more probable on an active margin, and to characterize 

them at the facies level (Chapter 2). Based on the results of this work, a conceptual 

model is proposed for the preservation of thick versus thin transgressive shallow-

marine shorelines for sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated successions as a 

function of sedimentation rate (deposition rate) and accommodation space. 
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Several studies have focused on the mechanisms that control coastal 

evolution to better understand shoreline morphologies and the processes affecting 

them in the rock record (Belknap and Kraft, 1981; Cattaneo and Steel, 2003; 

Storms et al., 2008). One of the most prevalent factors controlling preservation 

potential of transgressive shorelines is tectonics (Roy et al., 1994; Cattaneo and 

Steel, 2003). Tectonic activity directly or indirectly influences all other factors, 

including sedimentation rates, accommodation space, and shoreline morphology 

(Belknap and Kraft, 1981; Pirazzoli, 1994; Roy et al., 1994; Cattaneo and Steel, 

2003; Storms et al., 2008). Sedimentation rates increase in concert with tectonic 

uplift of source areas and tectonically controlled high slope gradients, but can 

decrease if tectonic uplift hinders sediment transport to the shoreline (Frostick and 

Steel, 1993; Catuneanu, 2006). Tectonic uplift and subsidence coupled with 

eustatic sea-level controls base-level changes and hence, available 

accommodation space (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Posamentier and Allen, 1993). 

Base-level changes on passive margins are primarily from changes in eustatic sea-

level, but tectonic subsidence can result from thermal cooling or lithospheric 

loading (Einsele, 2000; Xie and Heller, 2009; Ramirez et al., 2015). In contrast, 

base-level changes in foreland basins result from subsidence by lithospheric 

loading of the overthrust belt (Einsele, 2000; DeCelles, 2011; Ramirez et al., 2015), 

and the degree of subsidence increases towards the thrust belt (Xie and Heller, 

2009; DeCelles, 2011).  

Shorelines on active margins such as backarc, peripheral foreland, and 

forearc basins are generally developed on narrow, steep, rocky coasts similar to 

the west coast of North America Conversely, passive margins, intracontinental 

basins, and sag basins have broad, low-lying, gentle coasts. Steep slope gradients 

favor preservation of thick shoreline successions (Roy et al., 1994; Pirazzoli, 

1994), and so basins on active margins should, theoretically, contain thicker 

shoreline deposits. Of the various factors influencing shoreline preservation that 

are controlled by tectonics, sediment supply is the most important factor across all 
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basin types, and tectonically active settings tend to have higher sedimentation 

rates (Einsele, 2000; DeCelles, 2011). 

Forearc basins form as a result of subduction and develop between a 

volcanic arc and deep-sea trench. Active tectonism within forearc basins leads to 

steep and rugged shorelines with rapid, prolonged subsidence rates (Dickinson, 

1995). However, unlike other basins, subsidence mechanisms in forearc basins 

vary and can include: sedimentary and volcanic loading, crustal thinning, tectonic 

loading, subcrustal loading, and/or mantle-lithospheric thickening (Moxon and 

Graham, 1992; Ingersoll, 2011; Ramirez et al., 2015). In a study comparing  

subsidence curves and stratigraphic data in various tectonic settings, forearc 

basins, along with strike-slip basins, displayed higher subsidence rates (km/Ma) 

then subsidence rates observed in foreland basins, intracontinental basins, and on 

passive margins (Xie and Heller, 2009).  The continuation of tectonism within 

forearc basins supplies large volumes of sediment from various sources, including 

the volcanic arc, uplifted highlands within the basin, the hinterland of the arc, and 

the accretionary wedge (Einsele, 2000; Ingersoll, 2011).  

3.2. Analysis of transgressive shoreline successions in the 
Nanaimo Basin 

Outcrops of transgressive, shallow-marine successions of the Nanaimo 

Group situated at Ruckle Park on Salt Spring Island, and on Vancouver Island at 

Nanaimo (Departure Bay), and Parksville (Wall Beach), British Columbia are 

evaluated and described in Chapter 2 (Figs. 2.6, 2.7, 2.15, 3.1). These 3 outcrops 

exhibit deepening-upwards successions and are chosen out of 15 examples of 

transgressive shallow-marine deposits (Table 3.1, Appendix B). Five distinct facies 

(Table 2.2, Fig. 2.2) are defined and grouped into a single facies association (FA1) 

interpreted to represent beach to offshore (Chapter 2). Detailed analysis of the 

Wall Beach, Ruckle Park, and Departure Bay sections provide insight into some of 
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the mechanisms needed to preserve thick transgressive shallow-marine shoreline 

successions. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.1  A. (Insert map) Location of Vancouver Island in British Columbia and British 
Columbia in Canada. B. Satellite image from Google Earth of the lower half 
of Vancouver Island. The distribution of the Nanaimo Group is outlined in 
yellow. Measured section locations are indicated by stars with 
corresponding colours to location name. 

Location Measured section Lithostratigraphic unit  

49.24246 N 124.34499 W Englishman River Falls 
Karmutsen Fm, Comox, 

Haslam X 

49.16659 N 123.9806 W Jingle Pot  Karmutsen Fm, Comox X 

49.07169 N 124.00064 W Nanaimo River #2 Karmutsen Fm, Comox X 

48.88972 N 123.77139 W Chemainus River #1 
Karmutsen Fm, Comox, 

Haslam X 

48.8338 N 124.17290 W Cowichan Lake South Point Karmutsen Fm, Comox X 

49.23213 N 124.05123 W Woodgrove Centre Comox  
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49.21439 N 123.94049 W Departure Bay Karmutsen Fm, Comox X 

49.23975 N 123.99123 W Rocky Point Karmutsen Fm, Comox X 

49.31479 N 124.21455 W Cottam Point Nanoose Complex, Comox X 

48.76665 N 123.37236 W Ruckle Park Sicker Group, Comox X 

48.80398 N 124.12550 W Mesachie Lake Karmutsen Fm, Comox X 

48.83911 N 124.19060 W Gordon Park Comox  

48.92315 N 124.48563 W Cowichan Lake Quarry Comox  

49.17156 N 124.02351 W McNeil Creek Comox X 

48.79425 N 123.59902 W Mt. Tzouhalem Cove Comox X 

48.79971 N 123.60273 W Bird's Eye Cove Comox, Haslam X 

48.91907 N 124.45889 W Cowichan Lake West Point Haslam  

48.92876 N 123.71723 W Chemainus Hospital Haslam  

49.30579 N 124.42413 W Coombs Creek Haslam  

48.78330 N 123.95440 W Skutz Falls Haslam  

48.78189 N 123.9521 W South CR Skutz Falls Haslam  

48.77740 N 123.92130 W Marie Canyon Haslam  

48.77588 N 123.92860 W Trestle 66 Haslam  

48.83624 N 123.71941 W Rodeo Grounds Haslam  

48.78066 N 123.94868 W Cowichan River #1 Haslam  

49.03109 N 123.94051 W Haslam Creek #1 Haslam  

49.02950 N 123.94438 W Haslam Creek #2 Haslam  

49.07237 N 123.99310 W Nanaimo River #2a Haslam  

49.07314 N 123.98817 W Nanaimo River #8 Haslam  

49.0727 N 123.9746 W Nanaimo River #8a Haslam  

48.84517 N 123.82388 Chemainus River #2 Haslam  

48.83855 N 123.82579 W Chemainus River #3 Haslam  

48.83544 N 123.83227 W Chemainus River #4 Haslam  

48.83915 N 123.82620 W Chemainus Provincial Park Haslam, Extension  

49.2978 N 124.2672 W Top Bridge #1 Extension  

49.2983 N 124.2672 W Top Bridge #2 Extension  

49.07276 N 123.92204 W Nanaimo River #1 Extension  

49.06440 N 123.96268 W Nanaimo River #10 Extension  
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49.07102 N 123.90004 W Nanaimo River #13 Extension  

48.92950 N 123.70634 W Bare Point Extension  

49.14490 N 123.97028 W Highway #3 Extension  

49.20704 N 124.03474 W 
Mostar and Nanaimo 

Parkway 
Extension  

49.07397 N 123.91348 W Nanaimo River #4 Extension  

49.07514 N 123.91092 W Nanaimo River #5 Extension  

49.06758 N 123.96768 W Nanaimo River #7 Extension  

49.06725 N 123.96731 W Nanaimo River #9 Extension  

49.0690 N 123.94828 W Nanaimo River #11 Extension  

49.07493 N 123.90883 W Nanaimo River #12 Extension  

49.14027 N 123.96131 W Highway #4 Extension  

49.06958 N 123.89203 W Nanaimo River #14 Extension, Pender  

49.17612 N 123.96239 W Bowen Park Extension, Pender  

49.09064 N 123.88387 W Highway #5 Pender  

48.74189 N 123.81580 W Holt Creek Pender  

49.30676 N 124.24087 W Wall Beach Resort Pender  

49.06869 N 123.88815 W Nanaimo River #15 Pender   

49.17338 N 123.95119 W Millstone River Pender, Protection  

49.30061 N 124.22028 W Madrona Point Pender, Protection  

49.11959 N 123.91295 W Highway #2 Protection  

49.34541 N 124.35439 W French Creek Marina Protection X 

49.16207 N 123.93523 W Olde Victoria Road Protection  

49.3127 N 124.24262 W Wall Beach Protection X 

49.11439 N 123.90645 W Highway #1 Protection  

49.11575 N 123.87554 W Cranberry Bridge Protection  

49.07085 N 123.88109 W Nanaimo River #6 Protection  

49.13080 N 123.91730 W Blackberry Bush Nanaimo Protection  

49.07103 N 123.88022 W East Bridge Protection  

49.11036 N 123.90232 W Duke Point Protection  

49.12487 N 123.91543 W Cedar Road Protection  

49.07113 N 123.88394 W Nanaimo River #3 Protection  
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Table 3.1  Summary table of measured sections with corresponding 
lithostratigraphic units based on Ward (1978), Massey et al., (1986), 
Bickford and Kenyon (1988), Mustard (1994), and Cathyl-Bickford and 
Hoffman (1998). Blue X’s indicate transgressive shallow-marine deposits. 
Digitized measured sections are provided in Appendix B. 

3.3. Discussion 

3.3.1. Preservation of transgressive shallow-marine shorelines in 
the Nanaimo Basin 

Thick, transgressive shallow-marine shoreline successions are not 

uncommon in the Nanaimo Basin, and several examples have been documented 

previously on the Gulf Islands and San Juan Islands (Johnstone et al., 2006). The 

development of thick, upward-deepening successions of foreshore, upper to 

middle shoreface, and offshore deposits at Wall Beach, Ruckle Park, and 

Departure Bay (as well as at 11 other locations) suggest that sedimentation rates 

were sufficient to almost keep pace with, but not exceed the development of 

accommodation space during rapid base-level rise. 

Base-level rise, and hence creation of accommodation space, developed in 

response to active tectonics. The overall tectonic setting of the Nanaimo Basin is 

attributed to rapid subduction of the Farallon and Kula Plates beneath the North 

American Plate, and this imparted a control on Nanaimo Group architecture. 

During the Santonian (e.g., successions at Ruckle Park and Departure Bay), the 

subduction rate of the Farallon and North American plates is estimated at 

approximately 11.2 cm yr-1 (Engebretson et al., 1985).  During the mid-to late 

Campanian (e.g., Wall Beach succession), subduction rates were 10.8 cm yr-1 and 

14 cm yr-1 for the Farallon Plate below North American Plate and Kula Plate below 

North American Plates, respectively (Engebretson et al., 1985). Subduction rates 

are based on the assumption of fixed hotspots in the Atlantic region and Pacific 

basin (Engebretson et al., 1985). In comparison, subduction rates of the Miocene 

to recent Nazca Plate beneath South America are calculated at 5-6.4 cm yr-1 
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(Mountney and Westbrook, 1997). Continuous subduction produced 

compressional forces that influenced seismicity throughout the basin (Monger, 

1993; England and Bustin, 1998a). Evidence of active tectonics is interpreted from 

observations at Wall Beach, wherein marked pulses of tectonic uplift terminate 

relatively continuous transgression of the shoreline (Fig. 2.15). Pulses of 

seismically induced uplift led to base-level falls, marked by sharp to erosional 

contacts (Fig. 2.15b–d) and soft-sediment deformation (Figs. 2.2d and 2.15d). The 

Ruckle Park and Departure Bay sections nonconformably overlie metavolcanic 

and volcanic rocks of the Devonian Sicker Group and Triassic Karmutsen 

Formation, respectively, and mark rapid subsidence along a rocky coastline. Both 

sections developed in response to nearly continuous creation of accommodation 

space during rapid base-level rise, represented by the deepening-upward 

successions of rocky foreshores to the offshore.  

Tectonic processes influence sedimentation rates through basin 

physiography, creating accommodation space and increasing sediment supply 

(Frostick and Steel, 1993). Autochthonous sediments at Ruckle Park and 

Departure Bay, and the occurrence of conglomerates at all three sections suggests 

deposition in close proximity to the sediment source. Active tectonism is 

interpreted to contribute to the high sediment supply. Furthermore, the Ruckle Park 

and Departure Bay sections developed on steep, rugged shorelines displaying up 

to hundreds of metres of relief as a result of active tectonics (Mustard, 1994; 

Johnstone et al., 2006). The steep, rugged shorelines are interpreted to have 

hundreds of metres of paleotopographic relief based on age variability (Turonian 

to Campanian) of the Comox Formation overlying the nonconformity. The steep 

gradients contributed to elevated deposition rates by allowing more sediment to 

accumulate in the offshore direction (Roy et al., 1994). As a result, thick 

transgressive deposits are preserved. The Wall Beach section did not develop on 

a steep, rugged shoreline and is not associated with the nonconformity. However, 

the Wall Beach section still developed thickened transgressive deposits as a result 
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of rapid base-level rise in response to tectonics and rapid sedimentation. The Wall 

Beach section highlights the importance of sedimentation coupled with base-level 

rise in preserving transgressive deposits, even on lower depositional slopes. 

3.3.2. Deepening-upward succession (DUS) 

Deepening-upward succession (DUS) is defined as “genetically related 

facies that reflect an apparent increase in water depth upwards”. Deepening-

upward successions generally preserve foreshore, upper shoreface, and middle 

shoreface deposits. The bases of DUS’s are defined by the following criteria: 1) 

abrupt shift from a distal facies to a proximal facies that gradually transitions back 

into a distal facies. This base is defined as a regressive surface of marine erosion 

(RSME) and often displays evidence of tectonic uplift. 2) A coarsening-upward 

succession overlain by a gradual transition from proximal to distal facies. This base 

represents a transgressive surface of erosion (TSE) and marks a turnaround from 

progradation (coarsening-upward) to transgression. This base is not always 

expressed as an abrupt shift, but a gradual transition that is interpreted to occur in 

the most proximal facies. 3) A gradual transition from proximal to distal facies that 

overlie an unconformity. The above criteria will be a useful guide in identifying 

deepening-upward successions and corresponding basal surfaces in outcrop and 

core based studies. 

3.3.3. Conceptual model of transgressive shallow-marine 
shorelines 

The Wall Beach, Ruckle Park, and Departure Bay sections emphasize the 

crucial balance between sedimentation rates and rapid accommodation space 

creation in accumulating and preserving transgressive shorelines in the Nanaimo 

Basin. Sedimentation rates during transgression are typically low relative to 

creation of accommodation space on many passive margins and in foreland basins 

(Galloway, 1989; Emery and Myers, 1996), and the resulting successions are 
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expressed as either a surface, or as a transgressive lag capped by offshore 

mudstones (Van Wagoner et al., 1990). The interplay of sedimentation rates and 

creation of accommodation space controls the architecture of shallow-marine 

shorelines in sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated successions.  

Sedimentation rate is defined as the amount of sediment that accumulated 

in an environment, expressed by its vertical thickness (Catuneanu, 2006). The 

effects of sedimentation on the preservation of transgressive deposits lies in the 

combination of sediment supply (grain size), depositional processes, and 

depositional slope. High sediment supply contributes to the development of thick 

deposits, provided there is sufficient accommodation space in which it can 

accumulate. The gradient of depositional slopes also affects sediment supply. In 

simulation modelling of shorelines under constant relative sea-level rise and 

sediment supply, the role of substrate slope had the most significant impact on 

transgressive deposits (Roy et al., 1994). Gentle gradients (<0.8°), similar to 

depositional slopes observed on passive margins, lead to higher rates of recession 

and an onshore transfer of sediment. By contrast, steep gradients (>0.8°), such as 

depositional slopes on active margins, contribute to slower rates of recession with 

a corresponding increase in sediment deposited in the offshore direction.  

Consequently, preservation of thick transgressive deposits is more probable in 

steep gradient settings (Roy et al., 1994; Cattaneo and Steel, 2003).  

Creation of accommodation space is determined by eustatic changes and 

tectonic subsidence or uplift. The rate of accommodation space creation is affected 

by the rate of erosion (Posamentier and Allen, 1993b; Belknap and Kraft, 1981), 

which in turn influences the preservation potential of shallow-marine shorelines. 

Erosion is typically more pronounced under slow base-level rise, and contributes 

to incomplete successions by eroding upper to middle shoreface deposits (Belknap 

and Kraft, 1981). In particular, during slow base-level rise more time is available 

for waves to rework shoreface deposits, resulting in no preservation or 

preservation of only thin shoreface deposits (Belknap and Kraft, 1981; Roy et al., 
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1994). In contrast, rapid base-level rise increases accommodation space, allowing 

thicker sedimentary successions (Belknap and Kraft, 1981). 

Based on creation of accommodation space and sedimentation rates, a 

conceptual model for predicting transgressive shallow-marine shoreline 

architecture for sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated shoreline successions is 

proposed (Fig. 3.2). In Figure 3.2, the horizontal axis is relative, and increases from 

low to high accommodation space creation. The vertical axis shows low to high 

sedimentation rates. The central black line represents the boundary between 

progradational regression and transgression. When sedimentation rate exceeds 

accommodation space, the shoreline progrades. During progradational regression, 

coarsening-upward successions are generated. A loss (negative) of 

accommodation space is not expressed on this diagram and hence, forced-

regressive shorelines are not included. When creation of accommodation space 

exceeds sedimentation rates, one of four shallow-marine shoreline expressions 

may be developed: development only of transgressive surfaces (TSE/ MFS), 

coarse-grained veneer to lag overlying such surfaces, and thin- and thick-

successions (Fig. 3.2) characterized by gradual upward deepening. 
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Figure 3.2  Conceptual model proposed for transgressive shallow-marine shoreline 
architectures for sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated shorelines. 
The diagram shows the variable shallow-marine architectures with 
respect to accommodation space (low+ versus high+) and sedimentation 
rate (low versus high). Five possible outcomes occur: progradational 
regression, transgressive surface of erosion (TSE) / marine flooding 
surface (MFS), veneer (<0.1 m) to lag (<1 m), thin (1-10 m), and thick 
(>10 m) deepening upward successions. Passive margins, foreland 
basins, and active margin settings such as forearc basins are plotted to 
the right of the diagram based on the expected dominant, subordinate, 
and rare expressions of transgressive shorelines in each setting.    
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Transgressive surfaces include transgressive surfaces of erosion (TSE) 

and potentially marine flooding surfaces (MFS) that are generated with rapid 

development of accommodation space and low sedimentation rates in moderate 

to high accommodation settings (Fig. 3.2). Transgressive surfaces of erosion 

(TSE) are commonly marked by omission suites of the Glossifungites Ichnofacies 

(MacEachern et al., 1992; see MacEachern et al., 2012 for a review), and 

potentially the only evidence of shoreline transgression (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; 

Kamola and Van Wagoner, 1995). Marine flooding surfaces (MFS) are marked by 

an abrupt deepening to offshore or shelf deposits overlying more proximal 

deposits.  

In low accommodation settings coupled with low sedimentation rates, the 

rate of base-level rise is slow and this results in a reduced rate of accommodation 

space creation. In these settings, the resulting succession displays a veneer (<0.1 

m) to lag (<1 m) of reworked shoreface deposits (Fig. 3.2) overlying the 

transgressive surfaces (TSE or MFS), capped by offshore mudstones. The 

transition between veneer and lag is gradational; however, a lag develops under 

slightly higher sedimentation rates than a veneer. A lag can also occur in high 

accommodation settings with moderate sedimentation rates, wherein 

accommodation space is rapidly generated and erodes the underlying shoreface 

deposits and the resultant succession is a lag (Fig. 3.2). For example, in the 

Western Canada Foreland Basin, transgressive shoreline deposits of the Viking 

Formation result from sediment being trapped in coastal areas during a relatively 

slow generation of accommodation space. Consequently, the preserved 

succession is commonly a thin pebble lag (<1 m) overlain by bioturbated sandy 

mudstones representing offshore deposits (MacEachern et al., 1998). Similarly, on 

passive margins like the New Jersey shelf of east coast North America, 

development of accommodation space is relatively slow coupled with low 

sedimentation rates (Galloway, 1989; Carey et al., 1998; Nordfjord et al., 2009) 

and the resulting transgressive succession is a thin lag overlain by offshore 
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siltstones and shales (Kidwell, 1997; Nordfjord et al., 2009). These examples show 

that thick transgressive shallow-marine deepening-upward shoreline successions 

are poorly developed on passive margins and in foreland basins, and the dominant 

transgressive shallow-marine shoreline architecture tends to be a transgressive 

lag (Fig. 3.2). 

Thin (1-10 m) and thick (>10 m) shoreline successions develop with 

moderate to high sedimentation rates coupled with rapid development of 

accommodation space (Fig. 3.2). Thin and thick successions differ markedly from 

TSE/MFS and veneer to lag successions, in that foreshore, upper shoreface, and 

middle shoreface deposits are more likely to be preserved. Further, such scenarios 

are more likely to lead to gradational transitions to deepening, rather than overlying 

TSE or discrete MFS.  Thin and thick transgressive shallow-marine shoreline 

architectures commonly display deepening-upward successions of foreshore, 

upper to middle shoreface, and offshore deposits. The variability in thin and thick 

successions lies in sedimentation rate as well as the gradient of the depositional 

slope. High sedimentation rates associated with steep gradients contribute to 

deposition in the offshore direction and therefore, preserve thick successions (Roy 

et al., 1994; Cattaneo and Steel, 2003), similar to the deepening-upward 

successions observed at Ruckle Park, Departure Bay, and Wall Beach (Figs. 2.6, 

2.7, and 2.15). Outside of the Nanaimo Basin, other examples of deepening-

upward shoreline successions include the Pliocene Belvedere Formation of the 

Crotone Basin, Italy and the Late Cretaceous Cape Sebastian Sandstone 

Formation, USA. Both are linked to rapid development in accommodation space in 

response to active tectonics coupled with high sedimentation rates (Bourgeois, 

1980; Zecchin, 2005; Zecchin et al., 2012). The Belvedere Formation of the 

Crotone Basin preserves stacked cycles of deepening-upward successions 

recording upper shoreface and middle to lower shoreface deposits (Zecchin et al., 

2012). Similarly, the Cretaceous Cape Sebastian Sandstone preserves an 

approximately 60 m thick deepening-upward succession, recording foreshore 
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through to offshore deposits (Bourgeois, 1980). Transgressive shoreline 

expressions seen in the Nanaimo Basin as well as those reported from the 

Belvedere Formation and Cape Sebastian Sandstone indicate that active tectonic 

margins, in which high sedimentation rates and rapid creation of accommodation 

space are favored, can lead to development of thick (>10 m) transgressive 

shoreline deposits (Fig. 3.2). 

3.3.4. Preservation potential of transgressive shallow-marine 
shorelines in other active margin settings 

Although this study focuses on forearc basins, over-thickened transgressive 

shallow-marine deposits can be preserved in other active margin settings such as 

strike-slip basins and rift basins. In strike-slip basins, transform fault movement 

rapidly generates accommodation space (Xie and Heller, 2009; Noda, 2013); 

however in some cases can be short lived (Xie and Heller, 2009). Sedimentation 

rates in strike-slip basins tend to be high as a result of active tectonics increasing 

sediment supply and steep shoreline gradients (Frostick and Steel, 1993; Noda, 

2013). Similarly, rift basins are characterized by steep shoreline gradients, and 

creation of accommodation space results from extension and fault reactivation 

(Martins-Neto and Catuneanu, 2009). The combination of these factors suggests 

thick transgressive shoreline successions are possible and most likely can occur 

in multiple active margin settings such as strike-slip and rift basins.   

3.4. Conclusion 

The Ruckle Park, Departure Bay, and Wall Beach sections can be divided 

into five facies that represent foreshore to offshore deposits (Table 2.2, Figs. 2.6, 

2.7, and 2.15). The development of deepening-upward successions is attributable 

to the rapid creation of accommodation space (rapid base-level rise) coupled with 

high sedimentation rates. Creation of accommodation space is interpreted to be 

the result of tectonics, based on the occurrence of sharp, scoured surfaces, 
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autochthonous clasts and grains, and seismicity-induced liquefaction (Figs. 2.2d 

and 2.15).  

Correspondingly, a model that predicts transgressive shallow-marine 

shoreline architectures for sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated successions 

based on the interplay of creation of accommodation space and sedimentation 

rates is proposed (Fig. 3.2). The model is divided into progradational regression 

and transgression. If sedimentation outpaces accommodation space, the shoreline 

progrades (progradational regression, Fig. 3.2). On the other hand, if 

accommodation space outpaces sedimentation rate the result is shoreline 

transgression. Transgression develops four shallow-marine architectures for 

sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated successions: TSE/MFS, veneer (<0.1 

m) to lag (<1 m), thin (1-10 m), and thick (>10 m) deepening-upward successions 

(Fig. 3.2). In settings with low sedimentation rates, two transgressive shoreline 

architectures result: TSE/MFS and veneer to lag successions. TSE and MFS form 

in response to rapid development of accommodation space and veneer to lag 

successions develop during slow development of accommodation space. In 

settings with moderate to high sedimentation rates and rapid creation of 

accommodation space, thin (1-10 m) to thick (<10 m) deepening-upward 

successions are preserved, respectively (Fig. 3.2), which will vary on the basis of 

depositional slope. Thick transgressive shallow-marine successions are favored in 

settings with steeper gradients.  

The results suggest that transgressive architecture is most sensitive to 

sedimentation rates as a function of sediment supply (grain size), depositional 

processes, and depositional slope relative to the creation of accommodation 

space. In order to preserve thick, transgressive deepening-upward shoreline 

successions, high sedimentation rates coupled with rapid base-level rise 

generating high accommodation space are needed. These trends are commonly 

observed in tectonically active margin settings, such as forearc basins.  
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Chapter 4. Conclusion 

A detailed outcrop-based study of the lower Nanaimo Group was conducted 

on east-central Vancouver Island and Salt Spring Island, British Columbia, Canada 

(Fig. 1.6). This study comprises two parts. Firstly, it constitutes the initial project of 

a larger study intended to establish a sequence stratigraphic framework for the 

Comox, Haslam, Extension, Pender, and Protection formations. Key measured 

sections are analyzed to assess the validity and utility of the lithostratigraphic 

framework developed previously for the Comox, Haslam, Extension, Pender, and 

Protection formations in the Nanaimo Basin. Secondly, key measured sections 

displaying deepening-upward successions are used to analyze the driving 

mechanisms leading to preservation of thick versus thin sandstone- and 

conglomerate-dominated transgressive shallow-marine shoreline successions. To 

achieve the goals of this project, three main objectives are defined:  

1) Log outcrops of Comox, Haslam, Extension, Pender, and Protection 

formations, and describe their sedimentological and ichnological characteristics in 

detail.  

During May to July 2015, with short trips in April and September 2015 and 

May 2016, fieldwork on east-central Vancouver Island and Salt Spring Island was 

conducted leading to 69 measured sections (Table 2.1, Appendix B). Measured 

sections were previously identified as belonging to the Comox, Haslam, Extension, 

Pender, and Protection formations (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978; 

Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994; Cathyl-Bickford and Hoffman, 1998). 

Of these 69 sections, 16 are interpreted as Comox Fm, 21 as Haslam Fm, 18 as 

Extension Fm, 8 as Pender Fm, and 14 as Protection Fm. Fifteen rock samples 

were collected from thirteen measured sections for future detrital zircon work 

(Appendix A). 
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2) Define facies and facies associations of key measured sections of 

Comox, Haslam, Extension, Pender, and Protection formations. Use 

sedimentological and ichnological data to test the lithostratigraphic criteria used to 

define the formations of the lower Nanaimo Group. 

Seven key measured sections were analyzed, and from these 12 facies 

were defined. These facies are defined by their physical sedimentary structures, 

lithologies, lithological accessories, fossils, bioturbation intensities and trace fossil 

suites. The 12 facies can be grouped into 4 recurring facies associations: FA1; 

FA2; FA3; and FA4. These facies associations are interpreted to reflect deposition 

in non-marine, shallow-marine, and deep-marine settings.  

Ruckle Park and Departure Bay (Figs. 2.6 and 2.7) sections are interpreted 

as the Comox Formation and display deepening-upward successions of beach 

through to offshore deposits (FA1) that developed during rapid creation of 

accommodation space coupled with high sedimentation rates. Chemainus 

Provincial Park (Figs. 2.9) section is interpreted as the Haslam and Extension 

formations and represents a submarine channel system (FA2) that developed 

during base-level fall (Weimer, 1990; Hickson and Lowe, 2002). Top Bridge #1 

section (Fig. 2.11) is interpreted as Extension Formation and displays shifting 

channels within a braided river (FA3) that developed with high sedimentation rates. 

Holt Creek section (Fig. 2.12) is interpreted as the Pender Formation and 

represents deposition by turbidity currents in a submarine channel system (FA2). 

The Wall Beach section (Fig. 2.15) is interpreted as the Protection Formation and 

displays one parasequence and three deepening-upward successions of beach 

through to lower shoreface deposits (FA1). Parasequence 1 of Wall Beach 

displays coarsening-upward middle shoreface to foreshore deposits that 

developed under base-level fall and high sedimentation rates. The overlying 

deepening-upward successions (DUS1-3) are stacked and pass upward from 

beach through to lower shoreface deposits. Deepening-upward successions 

formed in response to tectonically induced base-level rise coupled with high 
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sedimentation rates. Finally, the Highway #2 section (Fig. 2.16) is interpreted as 

the Protection Formation and displays two stacked prograding parasequences 

transitioning from prodelta to delta front and distal delta front to proximal delta front 

(FA4), respectively. Parasequences of the Highway #2 section developed when 

sedimentation rates exceeded the creation of accommodation space. 

The interpretations of the various outcrops demonstrate the 

lithostratigraphic framework for the lower Nanaimo Group is problematic from a 

depositional history perspective. In particular, strata identified as Haslam Fm 

(Chemainus Provinicial Park; Fig. 2.9) and Pender Fm (Holt Creek; Fig. 2.11) show 

similar sedimentological and ichnological characteristics and are interpreted to 

represent the same facies association (FA2). Correspondingly, this suggests the 

formations are most likely genetically related and reside in the same stratigraphic 

unit. Similarly, stratigraphic units that have been defined as the Extension 

Formation (Chemainus Provincial Park (Fig. 2.9) versus Top Bridge #1 (Fig. 2.11)) 

display different sedimentological characteristics. At Chemainus Provincial Park, 

the Extension Formation is grouped into a submarine channel system (FA2). This 

differs from Top Bridge #1, wherein the Extension Formation is interpreted to 

reflect deposition in a braided river (FA3). As discussed in Chapter 2, braided river 

deposits are defined based on roundness of clasts (primarily subangular) and 

carbonaceous material, and submarine channel deposits are defined based on the 

combination of marine shell fragments, disorganized internal structure, and 

stratigraphic proximity to marine strata.  

The variability of depositional environments for the Extension Formation 

with the underlying shelf to deep-marine shales of the Haslam Fm suggests the 

juxtaposition of these units is problematic and most likely are not genetically linked. 

In lithostratigraphy, boundaries between formations are selected based largely on 

first or last occurrence of a lithofacies instead of on regionally defined sequence 

stratigraphic boundaries that have genetic or temporal significance (Muller and 

Jeletzky, 1970; Ward, 1978; Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994). This is 
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especially true when the overlying unit is shale dominated, such as Comox Fm to 

Haslam Fm and Extension Fm to Pender Fm. This suggests that the lower 

Nanaimo Group requires refinement in a sequence stratigraphic context, in order 

to capture the depositional history of the Nanaimo Group.  

Several geologic maps of the Nanaimo Basin (Muller and Jeletzky, 1970; 

Bickford and Kenyon, 1988; Mustard, 1994) show faults between proposed 

lithostratigraphic units that are interpreted as repeat successions. As discussed in 

chapter 2, I did not agree with the placement of some faults and instead suggest 

the shifts between lithologies are due to allogenic and autogenic shifts in 

depositional environments.  

3) Construct a conceptual model to explain the preservation potential of 

thick versus thin sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated transgressive shallow-

marine successions, and use these findings to postulate the evolution of forearc 

basins. 

The Wall Beach (Fig. 2.15), Ruckle Park (Fig. 2.6), and Departure Bay (Fig. 

2.7) sections from the key measured sections of Chapter 2 indicate development 

of deepening-upward successions, which are attributed to rapid development of 

accommodation space coupled with high sedimentation rates. Creation of 

accommodation space is interpreted to have developed in response to active 

tectonics. The abrupt, sharp- to erosive-based surfaces between deepening-

upward successions and seismically induced liquefaction (Fig. 2.2d, 2.15) at Wall 

Beach are indicative of active tectonics. Furthermore, the steep depositional slope 

gradients of the Ruckle Park and Departure Bay sections would have led to 

reduced rates of recession and contributed to higher sedimentation rates. 

Deepening-upward shoreline successions of the Nanaimo Group are not 

uncommon and have been observed in other parts of the Nanaimo Basin 

(Johnstone et al., 2006); however, on passive margins and in foreland basins these 

deepening-upward shoreline successions are more often preserved as a 
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transgressive surface of erosion, or marine flooding surface, with or without a thin 

transgressive lag overlain by offshore shales. In these settings, creation of 

accommodation space is slow to rapid and sedimentation rates are generally low. 

Correspondingly, a conceptual model that predicts transgressive shallow-

marine shoreline successions based on the interplay of accommodation space and 

sedimentation rates is proposed (Fig. 3.5). This model is constructed for 

sandstone- and conglomerate-dominated shoreline successions only and 

excludes incised valley fills. Based on the relationship between sedimentation 

rates and accommodation space, this model can be divided into shoreline 

progradational regression and shoreline transgression. Progradational regression 

results when sedimentation rates exceed the creation of accommodation space. 

By contrast, when creation of accommodation space exceeds sedimentation rates, 

transgression occurs. Transgressive shorelines are further divided into those 

reflected only by transgressive surfaces (TSE/MFS), those with a veneer to lag 

overlying such surfaces, and thin and thick successions, more commonly overlying 

a MFS or with a gradational base. Based on the results of this study, sedimentation 

rates and depositional slope gradients play a bigger role in developing 

transgressive shoreline successions then previously presumed. Furthermore, 

rapid creation of accommodation space coupled with high sedimentation rates 

appear more characteristic of forearc settings, and therefore these active basins 

favor thick transgressive shoreline deposits. This conceptual model will be a useful 

guide in the sequence stratigraphic modelling of transgressive systems tracts in 

active basin margin settings. 

In order to test and refine the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 3, 

several steps must be taken. First, additional data is needed from transgressive 

shoreline successions in active margin basins, foreland basins, and on passive 

margins. For passive margins, data from Gippsland Basin (Australia), Lusitanian 

Basin (Western Iberian Margin, Portugal), Moroccan Basin (African Margin), and 

Campos Basin (Brazil) would be beneficial. For foreland basins, data from 
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Pyrenean Foreland Basin (France), Green River Basin (Wyoming, USA), and San 

Rafeal Swell (Utah, USA) would prove useful. Finally, for forearc (active margin) 

basins, data can be derived from Great Valley Basin (California, USA), 

Sacramento Basin (California, USA), and Kumano Forearc Basin (Japan). In each 

of these basins, it is necessary to define sedimentation rates and accommodation 

space development rates by evaluating facies, stacking patterns of facies, and 

transgressive surfaces. To constrain sedimentation rates sand accommodation 

space development in these basins, it is necessary to determine if the successions 

record preservation of foreshore, upper shoreface, and middle shoreface deposits, 

and the thicknesses of the complete succession, and then plot the thickness on 

Figure 3.8. Secondly, it would be useful to compare the plotted transgressive 

shoreline successions, and evaluate the similarities and differences in thicknesses 

and preserved deposits in each tectonic setting. This step is interpreted to further 

support the data presented in Chapter 3. 

4.1. Future work 

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that the existing 

lithostratigraphic framework for the lower Nanaimo Group is problematic. The data 

collected for this thesis will form the basis for developing a sequence stratigraphic 

architecture for the lower Nanaimo Group, though several steps are still needed to 

achieve this goal. First, a refined geologic map of proposed formations and facies 

associations and structural data (i.e., faults) is needed to display the distribution 

between units. A refined geologic map will aid in defining spatial significance of 

units as well as take away local faults that are only interpreted based on lithology 

change. The distribution of faulting, excluding local faulting, interpreted from 

lithology changes, is important in analyzing the distribution of facies and 

juxtaposition of depositional settings of proposed formations. Second, the fifteen 

rock samples collected in this study need to be processed for detrital zircon (DZ) 

analysis, and these results must be compared to DZ data from additional samples 
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from the lower Nanaimo Group. Detrital zircon analysis should constrain source 

areas for the lower formations and provide insight into the paleolatitude of 

Wrangellia Terrane at time of Nanaimo Group deposition. Integration of DZ data 

with recent DZ data from younger formations of the Nanaimo Group (Guest et al., 

2015) will provide a robust data set for the paleogeographic interpretation and 

reconstruction of the Nanaimo Group using sequence stratigraphic principles.  

The measured sections collected in this study can be used to help build this 

sequence stratigraphic framework. First, a refined structural analysis of the lower 

Nanaimo Group is needed in order to confidently correlate facies between faulted 

areas and preclude any significant offset from faulting. Second, building on data in 

Chapter 2, recurring facies need to be defined and grouped into recurring facies 

associations for other measured sections. After grouping facies into facies 

associations, stacking patterns can be observed and defined into facies 

successions. Facies successions will help identify important erosional and 

depositional surfaces as well as form the building blocks for a facies model of the 

lower Nanaimo Group. Integrating the facies model with sequence stratigraphy will 

aid in determining autogenic and allogenic controls on the evolution of the 

Nanaimo Basin. In particular, a datum needs to be identified and tested in order to 

construct dip-oriented and strike-oriented stratigraphic cross-sections. In the 

Nanaimo Basin, a datum is not easily identified, and hence, multiple datum’s will 

most likely need to constrain correlations.  These cross-sections will be integral to 

the identification of systems tracts within the basin. Once the systems tracts are 

identified, a sequence stratigraphic framework can be constructed. A sequence 

stratigraphic model of the Nanaimo Group will provide insight into the geological 

history of Vancouver Island and potentially be a useful analog for sequence 

stratigraphic models of active margin settings, such as forearc basins.  
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Appendix A. List of detrital zircon sample locations 

Location Measured section Sample 

48.76665 N 123.37236 W Ruckle Park NG-1 

48.77588 N 123.92860 W Trestle 66 NG-2 

49.20704 N 124.03474 W Mostar and Nanaimo Parkway NG-3 

48.92950 N 123.70634 W Bare Point NG-4 

49.09009 N 123.88380 W Highway #5 NG-5 

49.11491 N 123.87798 W Cranberry Bridge NG-6 

49.31336 N 124.24162 W Wall Beach  NG-7 

49.02374 N 123.86086 W CD-highway NG-8 

49.30331 N 124.21871 W Madrona Point NG-9 

49.30287 N 124.21980 W Madrona Point NG-10 

49.11502 N 123.87761 W Cranberry Bridge NG-11 

49.31294 N 124.24233 W Wall Beach  NG-12 

49.31337 N 124.24123 W Wall Beach  NG-13 

49.17387 N 123.95232 W Bowen Park NG-14 

49.17390 N 123.95220 W Bowen Park NG-15 
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Appendix B. Digitized measured sections 

Digitized measured sections listed in Table 2.1 and 3.1 are attached as pdf files in a zip 

file (.zip).   

Filename:  

Etd9735-thesis-pdfs.zip 

  


